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ABSTRACT
Experimented data often contains curious and unexplzdned results. In the course of
experimental investigations of Raman shifting and the CorMgFa laser, results were
obtained which would not have been expected from the typical theoretical picture. In
the Ceise of Raman shifting, the forwaird Stokes conversion Wcis found to depend upon
the pump bandwidth. Numerical modeling suggests that coupling between the Stokes
directions may be the root cause of the phenomena. In the case of the Co:MgF2
laser, the laser output was observed to have large cimounts of spectral structure.
This amount of structure should not be expected in a room temperature vibronically
broadened laser. Further experiments point to adsorbed water vapor for the cause of
the structure, and this hypothesis is supported by a numerical model.
Additionally, a unique method for treating the effects of arbitrary gain distribution
on the propagation of the lowest order Iciser cavity mode is expanded to cover new
distributions and new coordinate systems. An extension to parametric gains is also
made. The extensions cire then used to predict unstable regions in real laser cavities.
These instabilities are observed in diflfraction calculations. Guidelines for observing
this intriguing result are presented.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Non-lineax optics and laser physics encompass a vast zoology of highly complex phe
nomena. This complexity continuously con&onts the experimentalist in these fields.
Initiaily it is possible to carefully design experiments such that insightful results can
be obtained for the simplest cases. These experiments and corresponding theories lay
the groundwork in any particular area. Armed with the basic understanding of the
processes involved, the experimentalist Ccin again attack the complexity of the physics
and uncover secondary and tertiary effects.
Given the general limits of the human mind, theoretical descriptions will almost
always be confined to special cases of real systems. Meaningful analytical expressions
can usually be derived for Ccises involving simplifying expressions or special symme
try. This is not to say that the theory is particularly limited in application, indeed
good theories are very accurate when a corresponding experiment is performed, and
accurate in the broad strokes for more genercil systems which do not exactly conform
to the theoretical assumptions. By elucidating the basic mechanism of the underlying
physics, more complex, and hopefully more useful systems can be designed.
Once the basic theory has been established, experiments can focus more on the
engineering results of a system, and less on designing out the underlying complexity
of the physics. However, as the experimental apparatus moves away from the as
sumptions of the theory, the intricacy of the physics can re-cissert itself. Typically
this process involves the discovery of quirks and inconsistencies in the system, which
can be viewed as a rediscovery of the complexity mentioned at the start.
Dealing with this complexity is perhaps one of the experimentalist's greatest chal
lenges. Many times the basic theory can be of great help in explaining the results.
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Whether this explcination is given before or after a particular phenomena is controlled
is often somewhat arbitrciry, and in the case of experiments with an engineering focus,
often irrelevcint. Sometimes however, the theory must be extended to cover a special
case in order to explain the experimental results.
When attempting to arrive at an explanation for a phenomena which is outside
the current theory, numerical modeling caji be a boon to the experimentalist, as it
allows him to rapidly simulate a variety of possible causes without having to invest
more time and expense in testing each cause. Modern computers have sufficient
power to model highly complex systems. This allows the problem to be stated with
fewer and fewer simplifying assumptions. Nimierical models also allow the user to
obtain a snapshot of all the quantities in the problem, which in turn allows for better
experimental design.
Irrespective of the methods used to investigate them, the curious and unpredicted
results that crop up from time to time in experimental data provide an opportunity
to view some of the rich complexity of the underlying physics. In order to illustrate
this point, several examples will be provided. The first example will deal with Raman
shifting. In the course of conversion experiments, a strong dependence upon the pump
bandwidth of the forward conversion was noted. This is very surprising result since it
is in conflict with accepted theory. After several modeling efforts, it was found that
a complex model which coupled both the forward eind the backward Stokes processes
did an excellent job of explaining the data. The model gives estimates of the coupling
strength which are quite possible for the experimental setup.
The second example will focus on some curious structure in the spectrum of a
Co:MgF2 laser. A room temperature, strongly broadened laser should not be expected
to lase on a number of discrete frequencies, however that is what is observed. The
structure is found to be affected by baking the laser crystal, eis well as by exposing
the crystal to a humid room environment. These experimental data clearly suggest
that adsorbed water vapor is the cause. Support for the hypothesis can be found
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in the results of numerical modeling which gives an estimate of the strength of the
absorption caused by the adsorbed water, cind additionally correctly predicts the
observed spectral narrowing of the laser at later times.
As a fined example, a reversal of the order of discovery will be presented. Rather
than report interesting deviations from theory, this time theory will be used to predict
interesting behavior of lasers with tightly focused pump beams. This prediction is
based on the use of variational methods for propagating Gaussian beams. The proce
dure is developed in cyhndrical coordinates from previous work, and is then extended
to rectangular coordinates so that the method will have more application to the astig
matic resonators commonly found in the laboratory. The modes of a laser found by
this method can, for certain choices of resonator, gain, and focusing, become unphysical, i.e. they diverge away from the axis. The implications of such unphysical modes
are examined for one type of resonator using diffraction calculations. The results of
the diSraction calculations agree remarkably well with the results of the variational
methods-based calculations, even when the latter method predicts unphysical results.
This development strongly suggests that the effect could be observed in the lab. Based
on the results, guidelines for a confirming experiment are presented.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND AND THEORY
2.1

Introduction

As this work deals with several, somewhat dispcirate, fields, some of which may not be
familiar to the reader, a basic primer on the material covered may be of assistance to
some readers. This chapter will serve eis a beisic introduction to the material covered in
the following chapters. Readers familiar with the material are encouraged to skip this
chapter. The material in this chapter will hopefully allow the following chapters to be
readily understood, while still allowing them to flow smoothly, cind without periodic
interruption for extended explanations. Each of the following sections on Raman
scattering, the CorMgFa laser, and resonator analysis, are completely self-contained,
so that the reader may concentrate on the specific area of their choice.

2.2

Raman scattering

Raman scattering is a very popular tool for frequency conversion in laser systems
which have high peaJc intensities, e.g. Q-switched lasers, or long interaction lengths,
e.g. fiber based systems. It is also quite useful in spectroscopy, as it can detect states
which do not have a one-photon dipole moment. This section will cover some of the
basic material needed for later chapters. The interested reader is referred to one of
several excellent books on the subject[l, 2] if more information is desired.
Raman scattering involves a nonlinear interaction between at least two light fields
and two energy levels of a medium. The energy levels involved can be associated
with electronic, vibrational, or rotational states of the medium. The more important
requirement is that the levels have a two-photon dipole moment. In many cases, the
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Stokes
Pump

FIGURE 2.1. Illustration of the Stokes process in Raman shifting.
levels have a zero one-photon dipole moment, however situations in which the onephoton dipole moment is appreciable occur quite often, and can result in resonant
enhancement of the Raman effect. Resonant enhancement is particularly important
in electronic Raman scattering.
Ramein scattering is typically divided into stimulated and spontaneous systems.
Just as in linear optics, they are fundamentally related. Spontaneous Raman scatter
ing generally occurs in systems with low intensities and short interaction lengths. It
is primarily used in molecular spectroscopy as a tool for observing dipole forbidden
transitions. As is the case with spontaneous emission, spontaneous Raman scattering
is a consequence of the vacuum fluctuations.
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) finds the greatest application in non-linear
frequency conversion. It is classified as a

nonlinearity, cind so involves the mixing

of three fields to produce a polarization for a fourth field. It is therefore generally a
four wave mixing (FWM) process. However, the most common Raman interaction
involves only two frequencies. This interaction is displayed in Fig. 2.1. In that figure,
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an intense pump field drives a trauisition from the gromid state of the medium to a
virtual state. This is immediately followed by a transition down to an excited state
of the material accompanied by the emission of a photon.'- The order of the events
may be interchanged in a queintrun mechanical description. If the emitted photon is
of lower energy than the pump photon, then the process is referred to as a Stokes
process. The energy difference between the pump and Stokes photon will be the
energy separation between the material levels. The opposite situation is possible in
which the emitted photon is greater in energy than the pump photon by one material
excitation. This is referred to as the anti-Stokes process.
Classically, the two processes have the same strength, but a correct quantum
calculation reveals that the Stokes process is proportional to iV,- — NF, while the antiStokes process hcis the opposite sign. This means that for the case of an uninverted
medium, the Ramcin process will lead to gciin at the Stokes frequency and absorption
at the anti-Stokes frequency. Thus Raman shifting typically involves frequency downconversion. The non-linear polarization at the Stokes frequency, a;,, for this case heis
the form
Pnl{(^s) oc

-<^p,u}s;u;s)EpEpEs.

(2.1)

Note that unlike 2nd order non-linearities such as SHG, the polarization does not have
a phcise-matching term. Intrinsic phase-matching is one of the primary advantages of
SRS. The elimination of phase-matching also means that the pump and Stokes fields
need not propagate together, indeed they may propagate in opposite directions. This
form of the polarization leads to an intensity gain at the Stokes frequency which is
proportional to the pump intensity eind has the form gs = Galp, where GR is the
Raman gain and is typically on the order of Icm/GW.
^To be completely accurate, the preceding diagram describes a spontcineous Raman scattering
event, while most experiments focus on the stimulated Raman process. A diagram of the stimulated
process would involve four fields. However, the addition of the extra fields generally complicates the
diagram, while doing little to enhance the basic understanding of the Raman process.
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Frequency upconversion is not allowed by the process discussed above, however it
nonetheless occurs in experiments, but is due to another type of process. A FWM
process involving the anti-Stokes field, the Stokes field, and the pump field effectively
couples the gadn at the Stokes firequency to the ainti-Stokes firequency. This process
requires phase-matching, but for normal dispersion and focused pump beams, there is
almost always cin cingle at which the phase-matching condition 2kp — ka — k, = 0 is sat
isfied. Indeed, when the phase-matching condition is exactly satisfied, the gain at the
Stokes frequency is exactly cancelled by the absorption at the anti-Stokes frequency,
resulting in no geiin for either field. This agrees exactly with the experimental obser
vations of anti-Stokes generation in bifurcated rings about the propagation axis[l|.
Leistly, one more aspect of Rciman shifting which is important to this work will be
discussed. The effect of a finite bcindwidth for the pump beam on Stokes conversion
has been considered by severed authors (see Shen[l] for a discussion), and for the
case of a low dispersion medium such as hydrogen gas. Stokes conversion in the
forward direction is not expected to be affected by the pump bcindwidth, while Stokes
conversion in the backward direction is expected to be strongly affected when the
pump linewidth exceeds the linewidth of the material transition. The elementary
explanation for this effect is to note that any given time slice of the forward Stokes
beam sees the same time slice of the pump beam as it propagates, and is thus always
in resonance with the ptmip beam, while the backward Stokes beam samples the
entire frequency spectrum of the pump beam and is therefore only in resonaince for
a fraction of the time. If the pump bandwidth is larger than the material linewidth,
then it will be expected that the backward Stokes beam will at times be sufficiently
out of resonance with the pump that no conversion will take place.
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2.3

The Co:MgF2 laser

The Co:MgF2 laser, while somewhat obscure when compaxed to systems such as
Nd:YAG, nonetheless has some very interesting features. Chief among these is its
dramatic tunability. Almost all of the experimental work with this laser has been
performed by Moulton. The interested reader is referred to [3] for a general overview
of the system, as well as [4, 5, 6, 7] for CW, Q-switched, mode-locked, and room
temperature operation, respectively.
The Co:MgF2 leiser is part of a family of lasers with treinsition metal dopajits and
fluoride hosts. Nickel and vanadium have been used as dopants and zinc and potas
sium have been used as cations in the host. Cobalt produces the longest wavelength
among the dopants. MgF2 has the advantage of being a well understood and readily
available host material since it heis application in UV and ER optics.
The Co:MgF2 laser was first investigated by Johnson et al in 1964. [8] It was
probably the first widely tunable laser system ever developed. These experiments
were the basis of the subsequent theory papers by McCumber [9, 10], which are still
cited today for connecting broad absorption and emission bands. While the laser
worked, the low cross section and short lifetime of the material made it impractical
until the advent of laser pumping.
Cobalt is a transition metal, and therefore, as is the case with ail transition metals,
is strongly aflfected by the local crystal fields. The vacuum electronic levels of the ion
are replaced in the crystal by states which have the symmetry of the crystal host. In
addition, and more importantly as well, the electronic levels are strongly coupled to
the vibrations of the host lattice. This in turn means that phonon assisted absorption
and emission become very important processes. Indeed, these processes dominate the
spectra for CorMgFaThe energy levels of the Co^""" ion in MgF2 are presented in Fig. 2.2. The Co:MgF2
leiser is typically pumped by a 1.3 ^un Nd-based laser. Pumping by argon lasers is
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FIGURE 2.2. Energy levels of the Co^"^ ion in MgF2. Reproduced from the work of
Johnson, et a/.[8]
also possible due to higher lying pump levels, however this is rarely done. The pump
transition is from the bottom of the ''Ti manifold to the *T2 excited state manifold.
The "^Ti manifold is split into widely separated sublevels, while the '^T2 manifold has
several tightly grouped sublevels.[8] The pimip transition involves phonon emission
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since there is a difference of 700 cm"^ between the pump photon energy and the
splitting of the electronic states. Emission occurs between the *T2 manifold and the
higher lying sublevels of the ^Ti manifold. The emission of three or more phonons
may accompany the emission.[9] There is a fair amount of correspondence between
the CorMgFa system and a dye system, in that both involve two electronic manifolds,
each strongly broadened by interactions with vibrational modes. The pumping and
emission schemes are similajr in this regard as well.
While the tunablity of the Co:MgF2 laser meikes it very attractive, the system is
not without its drawbacks. The strong interactions with the host lattice which make
the tunablity possible also lead to a reduction of the emission cross section. The cross
section of Co:MgF2 is

cm^. For comparison, the cross section of Nd lasers is

at least 100 times greater. The low cross section means that the laser usually has low
gain, and also that it has a high saturation intensity. This latter implication makes
it difficult to Q-switch the laser without damage.
The strong couplings also lead to a reduced lifetime of the upper state as the
temperature is increased. At cryogenic temperatures, the lifetime is »;1 ms, while at
room temperature the lifetime is reduced to Si40 fis.[3] This effectively precludes CW
operation at room temperature, but pulsed operation is still quite possible, especially
when combined with thermoelectric cooling.

2.4

Cavity mode calculations

The formalism for finding the modes of a cold cavity in the paraxial limit is something
with which most readers are sure to be somewhat familiax. However, many readers
will only recall the simplified formalism that applies to two mirror resonators. The
aim of this section is then to provide a brief overview of some of the important points
of ABCD analysis of cavities. The material contciined herein can be found in texts
such as Lasers by Siegman[ll], and the reader is referred to this text if this section is
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not suflBcient.
A baxe cavity cam be broken up into a series of elements, each of which affects
an incident wavefront in its own way. For the most beisic cavities, these elements
will consist of mirrors and distajices. The elements can then be represented by 2x2
matrices, called ABCD matrices, which have a standard form
(2.2)
Since each element represents a physical object, it is conventional to associate a
direction of propagation with each element. Given an element with an ABCD matrix
M, the matrix for the same element, but with the propagation direction reversed, is
often labeled MT an can be foimd from M by interchanging A and D. Elements can
be combined by matrix multiplication to form a combined matrix for the system. For
example, for a system consisting of one element (Mi) followed by a second element
(M2), the total matrix (M12) can be found to be

(2.3)
There are several important relationships between the elements. First, for all valid
ABCD matrices, the relation
AD-BC= I

(2.4)

holds. Second, elements for which A = D = 1 are said to be primitive elements.
Primitive elements

Eire

the building blocks from which more complex systems are

built. Lenses, mirrors and basic distances are all primitive elements. Furthermore,
matrices for which A = D are symmetric, in that the order in which the elements
of the system cire traversed may be inverted without changing the matrix. This can
also be seen by noting that for symmetric systems, M = MR- Clearly all primitive
elements are symmetric. Many other types of elements are possible, and a more
complete list may be found in [11].
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The matrices for each element have a variety of physical interpretations. In geo
metrical optics, the ABCD matrix is for ray-tracing. A ray may be represented by
a 1x2 vector consisting of the ray slope and the ray height. The matrix M for a
system then operates on an input ray vector to produce an output ray vector. In
wave optics, it is possible to write the ID Huygens' integral for propagation over an
element as [11]
U2{x2) = -^===J

(2.5)

where u is the spatially dependent part of the electric field. Using the basic properties
for Fourier transform pairs, it is not diflicxilt to show that if the input field is a
Gaussian becim, then the output field will be as well. In particular, if the input field
is defined to have the form
"i(r) =

(2.6)

where .F is a complex amplitude, and
^

Qi —

1
2
Ri ' 'kocjj^'

where R is the radius of curvature, and uii is the beam waist, then the the output
beam will have the same form, but the parameters J" and Q will be transformed as

I

BQi+A

\ BQI + A^^'

The above relation demonstrates the power of ABCD analysis for Gaussian beams.
A tedious emd time-consuming diflBraction integral has been replaced by a simple
algebraic relation.
The equations governing the stability of two mirror resonators can be found by
computing the system ABCD matrix from the primitive matrices
(; I )

and

( A ;) ,

(2.8)
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FIGURE 2.3. An illustration of a two mirror cavity and the associated ABCD matri
ces. The cavity contains a gain medium in the center.
which represent propagation by a distance Z in a medium with index n, and reflection
by a mirror with radius of curvature R, respectively. An example of such a resonator
and the corresponding primitives is given in Fig. 2.3. The stable mode of a cavity
described by a matrix M must satisfy
Qs =

DQs + C"
BQs -I- A,

(2.9)
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which in turn implies
2
- 1.

(2.10)

For the case of simple elements, eill the elements of M will be purely real, and therefore
if Qj is to have a Gaussiein shape, the correct sign in the above equation must be
chosen, eind the quantity
(2.11)

must be less than unity. The quantity S is related to the trace of M, and therefore has
some unique properties. Most importantly, it is independent of cyclic permutations
of the elements which make up M. In other words, while it is necessary to choose
a steirting point (also referred to as a reference plane) in the cavity when defining
a round trip, the choice of that steirting point will not affect the trace of the cavity
matrix, and therefore the stability of the cavity. Note, however, that the value of Q,
which one may calculate from the system matrix is the value at the reference plane
only, and is therefore dependent upon the location of the starting point.
Returning to the case of a system matrix for the simple two mirror cavity, after
computing the system matrix, one would find that
(2.12)

where g\ and §2 are the usual g factors from two mirror resonator analysis, i.e.
g = 1 — l/R. Thus the more common stability analysis bzised on g factors can be seen
as a specific case of the more general ABCD method.
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Chapter 3

RAMAN SHIFTING WITH SINGLE STOKES ORDERS AND
NUMERICAL EVIDENCE OF DIRECTIONAL COUPLING
3.1

Introduction

The initial goal of this research was to investigate Raman shifting in hydrogen with a
1.319 urn NdrYAG laser. This was part of a broader goal of furthering research into
nonlinear frequency conversion of high power chemical oxygen-iodine lasers (COIL).
The wavelengths of the two lasers are within a few nanometers of each other, and the
peak power of a free-running Nd:YAG laser is fairly close to the CW power of a large
C0IL.[12]
Experiments with doubling crystals had been performed with some success, but
thermal issues lead to problems with phcise-matching and material damage.[12] Ra
man conversion in hydrogen could provide a means to avoid these problems, since
the gaseous medium is immune to thermal damage, and the Stokes process in Raman
shifting is always phase-matched.
The drawback to Rajnan shifting is that since it is a

process, it generally

requires many orders of magnitude more intensity to achieve a level of effect than
a

effect. This generality is based upon a semi-classical derivation of the anhar-

monic oscillator[2]. This condition leads to requirement of much higher powers and/or
interaction lengths than could be achieved with a simple setup with a free-running
laser.
While the applicability of the research to conversion with kW leisers may be in
doubt, there was another potentially interesting factor in Raman shifting with a
1.3 |im laser in hydrogen. In every case available in the literature, the pump laser
frequency is several multiples of the Stokes shift. This is a consequence of the gen
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eral condition that electronic transitions, which drive most high peak power power
lasers, have energies far above molecular vibrational transitions, which drive most
non-resonant Raman converters. In practice, this means that multiple Stokes orders
begin to appear in the output of the experiment as the strength of the Ramaji in
teraction increases. However, due to the relatively low energy of the 1.3 jim pump
photons, and the extremely high vibrational energy of the H2 molecule, only one
Stokes order is allowed in this case. There are other Raman processes which can cre
ate lower frequencies,[13] but these all require phase-matching, and can be expected
to be negligible.
With a Q-switched pump laser, the peak output power levels easily reached the
levels required for Raman shifting, although in doing so they eliminated any corre
spondence to the power levels of a COIL. Conversion experiments proceeded well,
as will be discussed later, but only cifter an etalon was inserted into the pump laser
cavity, in order to narrow its frequency spectrum. This result was quite surprising,
and in order to explain this result, numerical modeling Wcis utilized at this point.
Having laid a basic outline of the resecirch and its motivations, a detailed discussion
of the experiments will be presented next. The results of the conversion experiments
will be presented and compared to some of the relevant literature. The curious results
mentioned before will then be discussed in detail. This will lead to the introduction
of a numerical model, which in turn will suggest that coupling between the forward
and backward directions is the cause of the unique results.

3.2

Experimental

A NdrYAG laser operating on the 1.319 jim transition served as the pump laser.
The laser was a custom built system manufactured by Continuum. It consisted of
a oscillator section followed by two amplifier heads. The oscillator utilized variable
reflectivity mirrors to produce flat-top becun profiles. The oscillator operated in Q-
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1.2m Raman Cell
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NdiYAG

Detectors
FIGURE 3.1. Initial experimental configuration.
switched mode and generated pulse energies as high as 90 mJ in a 60 ns FWHM
pulse. The amplifier heads were used to bring the energy up to the desired level.
When configured for maximum energy, the output after the amplifiers could reach
values in excess of 0.5 J. Damage to the Raman cell occurred at energies greater
than 180 mJ, and so the amplifiers were adjusted to provide Js;160mJ of output. The
oscillator had a 3 mm thick, removable etalon which allowed for optional narrowing of
the laser output spectrum down to 0.1 cm"The output pulse yielded circular burn
patterns which appeared spatially uniform and had a diameter of 3 mm. The Raman
medium consisted of a 1.25 m long cell filled with up to 550 psi of hydrogen. CaF2
windows of 0.5" thickness and canted at a small angle with respect to the propagation
direction capped the cell.
The experiments utilized two separate configurations. In the first configuration,
shown in Fig. 3.1, the pump beam passes first through a 600 mm focal length glass
lens and then through the cell. The sepeiraticn between the lens ajid the ceU was
minimized so as to cause the beam to focus near the center of the cell. After exiting
the cell, a sapphire prism cut in an equilateral configuration separates the pump.
Stokes, and anti-Stokes light. Conveniently, ctn isoceles-Brewster cut in sapphire is
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2.9 Jim Forward Stokes

2.9 [im Backwards Stokes

FIGURE 3.2. Bidirectional experimental configuration.
within a degree of equilateral, so the losses of the prisms could be minimized. An
absorbing calorimeter based power meter was used to measure the energy of all beams.
A Au:Ge photoconductor operating at 77 K was used to monitor the temporal profile
ot the Stokes beam. An InGaAs photodiode was used to exemiine the temporal profile
of the pump beam.
The second configuration allowed for the examination of the backwards Stokes
light as well as the construction of a Ramjm resonator. The layout is presented in
Fig. 3.2. The most notable difference in the second setup is the addition of a second
sapphire prism before the cell. All beams pass through the first prism and emerge colinear. The beamis pass through a 500 mm foczil length CaF2 lens and then through
the cell. Upon emerging from the cell, the beams are recollimated by a Im focal
length CaFj lens. A second sapphire prism then separates the beams for analysis
and manipulation. The addition of mirrors placed in the Stokes beam forms a simple
resonator.
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3.3

Results

Initial conversion experiments were Ccirried out in the configuration shown in Fig. 3.1.
With 155 mJ of pump input, the forward Stokes output at 2.918 nm reached a maxi
mum of 23 mJ. Anti-Stokes lines at 852 nm, 629 nm, and 498 nm were also observed.
The wavelength assignments are based on the theory and the observed color of the
outputs. The total anti-Stokes output energy was much smedler than the Stokes out
put energy, in that the combined energy of all the anti-Stokes orders was only 6% of
Stokes energy.
The temporal profiles of the Stokes and piunp beams were measured. In order
to examine pump depletion, the pump beam was measured both before and after
the cell. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 3.3. The data show that Raman
conversion occurs preferenticdly in the latter portion of the pump pulse, and is not
symmetric with respect to the maximum pump intensity as one might expect, since
Stokes gain, and therefore conversion, is linear in the pump intensity. This suggests
that other factors besides pump intensity axe influencing the conversion process.
One of the expected effects of a single Stokes wavelength was a simplified pressure
dependence of the Stokes output. This is due to a lack of conversion into higher
Stokes orders at high gains.

Conversion into higher Stokes orders often leads to

complex behavior of the Stokes energy with increcising pressure.[14] In order to look
for this type of behavior in the current setup, the Stokes output was monitored as the
cell pressure was changed. The experiment was performed both with and without the
etalon installed in the pump laser cavity. The pimip energy was constant at 155 mJ in
both cases. The data are presented in Fig. 3.4. As expected, the pressure dependence
is a simple curve with a single shoulder. This type of curve is consistent with the idea
of satiuration of the Raman gain due to presstire broadening, however, the shoulder of
the curve seems to occur at a higher pressure than has previously been observed.[15]
Saturation with increasing pressure can be understood by noting that the Raman gain
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FIGURE 3.3. Temporal profiles for the initial configuration, depicting the input pump
profile, the depleted, output pump profile, and the Stokes profile.
coefficient is proportional to NfAu, where N is the population density of the Raman
medium and Au is the bandwidth of the Raman transition. At low pressures the
bcmdwidth is dominated by Doppler effects, and so the gain increases linearly with
pressure. At high pressures, the bandwidth is dominated by pressure broadening,
and so the ratio N/Au is constant. The extreme differences between the narrowband
and the broadband cases is surprising, considering that forward Stokes conversion
should not depend upon the pimip laser bandwidth.[l, 16, 17] Explanations for these
observations will be discussed in a later section.
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Having discovered that the forward Stokes conversion does indeed depend upon
the pump bandwidth, a further examination of the the effects of the pump linewidth
on Stokes conversion was in order, and so the setup shown in Fig. 3.2 Wcis constructed.
This setup allows for the simultaneous monitoring of both the forward and backward
Stokes beams. With the new configuration, the previous pressure dependence ex
periment was repeated. The results eire shown in Fig. 3.5. Note that there is no
data for the case of a broadband ptmap. In accordance with theory, no backward
Stokes generation could be observed without the etalon in place.[1, 16, 17] Since the
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FIGURE 3.5. Pressure dependence of the forward and backward Stokes energies.
energy measurements were performed with a calorimeter, the sensitivity of the appa
ratus could be questioned. In order to forestall this line of questioning, the absence
of backward Stokes conversion was confirmed by substituting a much more sensitive
photoconductor for the calorimeter. Still no backward Stokes light could be detected.
With the etalon in place, the backward Stokes pulse could easily be observed on the
detector. The temporal data for backward Stokes beam, as well as the other two
beams is shown in Fig. 3.6. Note that the backward Stokes conversion is confined
primarily to a narrow window near where the pump intensity, and thus the gain, is
at a maximum.
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FIGURE 3.6. Temporal behavior of the purap, forward Stokes, and backward Stokes
beams.
In order to farther enhance the conversion efficiency, a low finesse resonator was
built around the Raman cell. While single pass conversion typically requires single
peiss gains on the order of 40 in order to achieve significant conversion, a laser requires
much less gain to build up. Within the setup of Fig. 3.2, a concave, highly reflective,
dielectric mirror with a Im radius of curvature was placed 70 cm behind the first
prism, and an uncoated CaF2 wedge was placed 83 cm from the second prism. Both
mirrors were placed such that they intercepted the Stokes becim, but did not block
the pump beam. The cavity was determined to be stable using ABCD matrix analysis
and commercial modeling software. With 155 mJ of pump light the Stokes output
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reached 24.5 mJ. This is a fiiirly small increase, but fairly unavoidable due to the
relatively short duration of the pump pulse.

3.4

Discussion

Having presented the experimental data, an examination of their consequences is in
order. Several elements in the data merit further discussion. The more elementauy
concerns such as conversion eflSciency wiU be discussed first, while the more intriguing
issue of the effects of the pump laser bandwidth will be discussed last.
In order to compute the conversion efficiency of the forward Stokes for the data
in Fig. 3.4, one first notes that the transmission of each CaF2 window was measured
to be 0.94. The loss due to the focusing lens was negligible due to its AR coating
for 1.3 |im. Accoimting for the losses of both the pump and Stokes beams at the cell
windows, an energy conversion efficiency of 16.8% Weis calculated. This corresponds
to 37.5% photon conversion efficiency.
For the experiments involving a resonator, an analysis similar to the above was
performed, except that the additional losses of the two intracavity CaF2 lenses had
to be taken into account. This calculation yields an energy conversion efficiency of
20.4% and a corresponding photon conversion efficiency of 45.6%. For both sets of
experiments, the stated conversion efficiencies represent minimum values since the
treinsmission of the prism was fixed at unity. This conservative assumption w£is made
as the Stokes beam appeared to be highly polarized in the direction of the pump, and
so the reflection losses due to the prism were smeJl and difficult to measure accurately.
The results in the preceding paragraph represent conservative values since they
are based on the amount of generated forward Stokes light. In order to get an idea of
the upper bound on the conversion efficiency, the amount of unconverted pump light
was measured. Without a resonator, but in the setup of Fig. 3.2, 52.5 mJ of pump
energy remained cifter the second prism for a hydrogen pressure of 530 psi. The input
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pump energy was 155 mJ, as before. When the pump losses are taJcen into account, a
maximum of 33.9 mJ of Stokes and anti-Stokes light could have been generated in all
directions. With the resonator in place, the amount of remaining pump light dropped
to 48 mJ, leading to an absolute maximum of 36.7 mJ of Stokes and anti-Stokes light.
These data suggest that significant enhancement in the useful Raman output would
be possible using anti-reflective (AR) coated windows and lenses. AR coating would
be of more use at the pump wavelength, zis not only does it have far more energy than
the Stokes becma, eind loses more energy to reflection, but also because the losses in
the pump reduce the Stokes gain, and consequently the conversion efficiency.
The next point of discussion is the surprising observation that the forward Stokes
conversion depends on the pump bandwidth, in appcirent contradiction with theory.[1,
16, 17] An examination of the pressure data presented in Fig. 3.4 shows that for the
case of a narrowband pump, the output begins to roll off at a pressure of about 30 atm.
This result is for the most part consistent with previous work and can be attributed
to gain saturation due to pressure broadening, but the slow rate of saturation remains
to be expleiined.[15] However, without the etalon inserted in the pump laser cavity,
the Stokes output drops drcimatically, with significant conversion barely beginning
at the maximum available pressure of 550 psi. At this point, a possible explanation
for the apparent contradiction with theory is offered, specifically that the forward
ajid backward processes are coupled by means of scattering. A similar explajiation
has been offered for the observed gain enhancement at intermediate energies in liquid
nitrogen and oxygen.[18] Those authors cite Rayliegh scattering as the source of
coupling, but eis will be discussed later, the exact mechanism is unclear in this work.
The basic effect of coupling is to seed the conversion process. A cyclical process
should result, in which a portion of the forward Stokes beam, which need not have
undergone strong conversion, is coupled into the backward direction. The backward
Stokes beam then undergoes amplification and can then itself be scattered and act
as a seed for the forward process. In this manner, strong depletion of the pump
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beam could occur, even for systems in which the single pass gain is not quite strong
enough to expect this result. However, since the process depends upon the backward
Stokes gain, the bandwidth sensitivity of the backwcu-d process should, at some level,
be extended to the forward process. Specificcdly, in nzirrowband systems the total
roundtrip gain will be approximately double the single pass forward gain, while for
broadband systems the roundtrip gciin will be approximately equal to the single pass
forward gain. The magnitude of the effect of coupling should decrease as the gain
increases to the point where strong broadband conversion takes place in a single pass.
In order to test this idea, a simple model of Raman propagation was implemented.
The model solved the three coupled equations
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where p, /, b denote the pump, forwaxd Stokes, and backward Stokes,

is the Stokes

gain, and jr and jp represent the Raman and pump linewidths respectively. Equation
(3.2) has the form of an intensity dependent geiin. The backward Stokes equation (3.3)
is quite similar to (3.2), but with the bandwidth correction factor added. Additionally,
since the beam is propagating in the —z direction, the sign of the driving term is
reversed, so that the backward Stokes beam is being amplified, even though its driving
term has the opposite sign as the term in (3.2). The equation for the pump shows
that it is being absorbed at the seime rate that the Stokes beams are being amplified,
after the differing photon energies are accounted for by the ojpfus factor.
The preceding equations provide the reader with an understanding of the basic
goal of the model, but leave a great deed of complexity out of sight. Firstly, the pump
beam is propagating through the cell and has an axaplitude which varies significantly
in time, and by extension over the dimension of the cell. If the backward beam is
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not included then this is not really a problem, since the calculations can be done in
the frame of the pump pulse. Specifically, since the gaseous medium is essentially
dispersionless, the pump and the forward Stokes beams propagate together and with
out any appreciable phase delay. Therefore it is possible to model the process by
breaking the pump pulse into an arbitreiry number of slices in time, and then solving
(3.1) and (3.2), (with

If,

= 0) over the length of the cell. Indeed, the first attempts

at modeling used just this approach. These initial attempts agreed very well with
other models for such things as cascaded conversion[l],2.e. the tendency of the Raman
process to transfer energy between Stokes orders in a short span of space, but could
not reproduce the curious data observed in the experiments.
The presence of a beajn traveling in the opposite direction clearly prevents this
approach from being applied, since it is not possible to propagate all three beams
together. The problem is then how to include the effects of the backward beam in
a computationally feasible model. The propagation equations in z for the various
beams are not difficult to solve in the CW case, indeed they are exactly (3.1)-(3.3).
However, the dynamic nature of the pump pulse prevents the use of the CW equations.
The effect of propagation is also easy to calculate, since it is just a time-dependent
shift in 2. This leads to the key element in modeling the system, i.e. to separate the
non-linear propagation in z from the pulse propagation in t.
This separation is accomplished by representing each of the beams with a linear
array of intensity values. The values correspond to the instantaneous values of the
intensity of each beam at regular points in the Raman medium. The points are chosen
such that the interval in time and space is much smaller than the dynamics of the
problem. For this work, the 1.25 m cell was divided into 1 cm slices. This distance is
much shorter than the spatial extent of the pump beam and the depth of focus of the
lenses. 1 cm corresponds to a propagation time of 33 ps, which is much faster than
the tempor£il scale of the observed pulses.
Having established the dimensions of the simulation space, the calculation proce
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dures can be ledd out. For each portion of the cell, there are three intensity values, one
for each of the three beams. In keeping vdth the spirit of separation, time is imagined
to be frozen. In the time independent case, the propagation equations will generate
an infinite set of families of three curves, one each for of the three beams. The three
intensities can then be thought of as points from one member of this infinite set. The
goal is then to find the correct family of curves.
This is actually much simpler thaji it sounds. The pump and the forward Stokes
beam propagate together, so the values in the associated arrays can be thought of as
initial conditions to (3.1)-(3.3). However, since the backward Stokes beam propagates
in the opposite direction, it would not be appropriate to associate its array value with
an initizd condition. Instead, it should be associated with a final condition.
At each point in the cell then, there are two initial conditions and one final condi
tion for three differential equations. This problem can be solved by guessing an initial
condition for the backward Stokes beam, and then numerically integrating (3.1)-{3.3)
over 1 cm. The resulting value for the backward Stokes intensity can then be com
pared to the final condition (the vedue in the backward Stokes intensity array). If
the two intensities match, then the calculation on that element is complete and the
calculation can move onto the next element. Otherwise, the difference between the
two results is used to choose a new initial condition for the backward Stokes beam
(linear interpolation worked well here), and the integration is repeated until the two
intensities match.
This procedure is performed on all the elements of the arrays, i.e. each 1cm of
the cell. The propagation of the pulses in time is then modeled by simply shifting
the arrays. The pump and forward Stokes arrays are shifted in one direction, while
the backward Stokes array is shifted the opposite direction. This approximates the
opposing directions of propagation.
Shifting the arrays leaves and empty space at the end of each array, as well as
intensity values, one for each array, which have been shifted off the array. The empty
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spaces are filled with the next slice of the pump, for the case of the pump array,
and with arbitrarily smedl values (approximately a few photons), for the forward and
backwcird Stokes arrays. The vzilues which are shifted off the arrays become part of
the depleted pump pulse, the forward Stokes pulse, eind the backward Stokes pulse,
respectively.
Additionally, while the effects of diffraction were ignored, and the becuns were
assumed to have a top-hat form, the effect of focusing was included by cedculating
a spot size for each point in the cell and recomputing the intensity after each shift.
The Stokes beams were assumed to follow the same focusing behavior as the pump,
but with the spot areas increased by the ratio of the pump and Stokes wavelengths.
In this manner each of the 1 cm slices of the pump pulse is propagated through
all the slices of the Raman cell. The interactions between the three beajns is handled
in a reasonably accurate mainner eind plots of the ptilses in both directions can be
obtained.
To simulate the effects of coupling, a small fraction of the forward light wais added
to the backward beam at the end of the cell, and an identical fraction of the backward
beam was added to the forward beam at the start of the cell. A distributed feedback
mechanism was also modeled in which a much smellier fraction of the two beams was
exchanged every centimeter. The significant results of these calculations are presented
in Figs. 3.7-3.8.
The first test of the model was to attempt to reproduce the pressure dependence of
the Stokes energy. The Raman linewidth was computed from the work of Lallemand
et al, with appropriate wavelength scaling and using the extension to the forward
direction suggested by Bloembergen.[19, 20] The Ramein geiin was calculated from the
work of Bischel and Dyer to be 0.63cm/GW.[21] The possibility of gain enhancement
W21S neglected due the multimode structure of the pump, as well the possibility of gain
reduction due to factors such as diffraction of the Stokes beeim.[22, 23] Neglecting any
change in the gziin from the CW, pleine wave value can be justified by noting that
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FIGURE 3.7. Theoretical fit to the pressure dependence of the Stokes energy in both
directions for both the narrow-band and broad-band pump cases.
the model is sensitive to the gain, and since excellent results are obtained without
including the above factors, one Ccin conclude that the effects of these factors on the
gain is either small, or that the effects tend to cancel each other out.
The amount of scattering was a free parameter, and the laser linewidth was allowed
to vaxy in a narrow range about the vaJue of 0.1 cm~^ specified by the manufacturer,
to account for possible deviations in performance from the factory specifications. The
value of the pump pulse energy was increased slightly to 164 mJ in order to achieve
the proper output at high pressures. Making this small change in the energy can
be justified by a number of reasons, including: the top hat beam profile assumed in
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FIGURE 3.8. Calculated temporal behavior of the pump eind Stokes beajns for a
narrow-band pump.
the model ignores any regions of higher intensity, and thus stronger conversion, in
the beam; the change in energy is 6%, which is within the expected accuracy of the
energy meter; finally, changing the gain to a value of 0.68cm/GW, which is within
the error of Bischel and Dyer, yields virtually identical results for the measured pump
energy of 155 mJ. The other parameters of the model were set to match experimental
conditions.
Excellent agreement between the model cind experiment was found for a coupling
fraction of 6.9-10"^ and pump linewidths of 0.12 and 0.60 cm~^ for the narrow and
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broadband cases, respectively. The fit to the data in Fig. 3.5 for the narrowband
pump case and to the appropriate part of the data in Fig. 3.4 for the broadband case
is presented in Fig. 3.7. If a distributed model for coupling is used, i.e. coupling is
applied throughout the cell, not just at the ends, a coupling fraction of 6.8 -10~^cm~^
gave virtually identical results.
An estimate of the Rayleigh scattering coefficient is

which is far too small to

account for the observed data.[24] The value of 6.9 -10"^ for the end coupling fraction
may be achievable from the reflections from the cell windows, since the tilt angle
of the windows is close to the divergence angle of the pump beam ( 5mrad). This
suggests that long regions of overlap between the pump beam and the reflected Stokes
wave may be possible. Index guiding due the real part of the Raman susceptibility
may also play an important role in providing the coupling, since the Stokes field
would be free choose the slightly detuned frequency

which gives rise to maximum

guiding.[25] Given the level of agreement between theory and experiment produced
by this coupling, one is inclined to believe that it is a very important effect in the
current system. However, given the conflicting literature on the possible sources of
coupling in Raman gain measurements, no precise cause for the coupling can yet be
determined.[1, 18]
The results in Fig. 3.8 show the predicted temporal behavior of the pump, forward
Stokes, and backwards Stokes outputs. These curves can be compared to the data in
Fig. 3.6. Important areas of agreement include the asymmetry of the pump depletion
and the initial spike in the backward Stokes conversion. A point of disagreement
is that while the theoretical pump profile goes to nearly zero during the peak of
conversion, the experimental profile does not. The lack of total conversion can be
attributed to the lower gain in the spatial wings of the pump beam profile, which could
not be accounted for with the top-hat beam profile used in the model. The smooth
character of the profiles in the model as compared to the data is likely due to the
elimination of mode beating in the model. Overall, the calculations strongly suggest
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that coupling processes czin play em important role in practical Rcunan converter
systems.

3.5

Conclusions

In conclusion, 23 mJ of 2.918 jim light was produced in H2 by single-pass forward
Stokes conversion of the output of a 1.319 jim NdrYAG laser.

Photon efficiency

reached 45% with the addition of a simple, low-finesse resonator. In addition, a pump
bandwidth sensitivity for forwcird scattering , an asymmetric ptunp depletion, and a
slower than expected pressure saturation of the conversion process were observed.
These effects appear to be due to a coupling between the forward and backward
directions, possibly caused by weak specular reflections from the slightly tilted cell
windows, which are used quite generally in gas phase Rcimcin converter systems.
A simple model which utilizes this coupling supplied good fits to the experimental
data. Integrating the effects of the backward propagating Stokes beam requires some
clever computational design for the model. The fits give order of magnitude estimates
to the levels of coupling required for both localized and distributed coupling schemes.
Overall, the data suggest that coupling between the forward and backward directions
is very important and caji enhance the Stokes conversion, at the cost of some pump
linewidth sensitivity. If the the results of this investigation ever became of sufficient
importance to warrant further study, then confirming experiments utilizing a Raman
cell with AR coated windows, or Brewster angle windows would seem to be the likely
place to start.
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Chapter 4

STRUCTURE IN THE LASING SPECTRUM OF A CO : MGFS
LASER
4.1

Introduction

The initial motivation for investigating the Co:MgF2 laser was to extend some of the
work of the previous chapter and develop a tunable, long wavelength source based
on Raman shifting a Co:MgF2 laser in hydrogen. The large Stokes shift in hydrogen
would convert a 200 nm tuning band in the Co:MgF2 laser into a 4 |im tuning band
centered at 10 |im, which corresponds to one of the atmospheric transmission windows.
This would maJce it an excellent source for remote sensing applications.
There were some strong technical hurdles to overcome. The low cross section
of Co:MgF2 severely limits the amount of energy that can be obtained from a Qswitched device without dcimaging the optics in the cavity. The best reported value
was «60 mJ[3] with most systems reporting damage at one third that value[7]. It was
felt, however, that novel cavity designs and better coatings would allow this limit to
be overcome.
The Raman gciin is also linear in the Stokes frequency, so that the gain at 10 jam
would be less than a third of the gain present in the previous chapter. The use of
optical resonators for the Stokes beam wzis seen a a means of achieving substantial
conversion with the reduced gain.
Ultimately, the hurdles proved to be too high. Output power levels from the
Co:MgF2 laser never reached values sufficient to allow Raman conversion. Some of the
problem may lie in some poor choices for some of the components of the experiment,
so that the goal may yet be achievable. Fortunately, while the Iciser never worked as
hoped, efforts to model eind diagnose its behavior yielded intriguing results of their
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own.
In order to frame the following discussion it is importaxit to recall that one of
the primary characteristics of a laser is its monochromatic output. Certainly there
are lasers which have multiple wavelengths available, and pulsed lasers can have very
large bandwidths, but overall, the output of a laser is expected to consist of one or
more modes, all having nearly the same frequency. While it is possible for a laser to
operate at multiple, well separated transitions, it does not typically happen, especially
in solid state lasers, without some degree of careful engineering.
It was quite surprising then when the output spectrum of an untxined, free-running
CorMgFa laser displayed a large number of well separated peaks centered near the
peak of the laser output coupler reflectance at 1.885 jam. The number and relative
strengths of these peaks Cein be changed by baking the crystal. The changes are
reversible after several days of exposure to a room atmosphere with moderate humid
ity levels. Calculations based on laser rate equations suggest that absorption peaks,
possibly caused by water, combine with the slowly varying cavity losses to provide
nearly equal net gain at multiple wavelengths.

4.2

Experimental

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The laser cavity is a simple, all
reflective cavity in a V configuration. The end mirrors are flat,

while the middle

reflector is concave with a 500 mm radius of curvature (ROC). The arms of the res
onator are 43 cm in length. The angle between the arms is 15 mrad which contributes
a very slight astigmatism. The laser crystal is MgF2 doped with 1% by weight C0F2.
Co;MgF2 lases on phonon-terminated transitions from the ''T2 excited state mani
fold to the upper components of the ''Ti ground state. Multiple phonons are usually
involved in the process, which leads to a very broad emission bandwidth. The crys
tal was grown, cut and polished by Optovac into a Brewster-Brewster parallelepiped
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FIGURE 4.1. Experimentzd configuration.

configuration with dimensions of 5 x 5x30mm.^ The crystal was mounted on a
thermoelectric cooler with a water cooled heatsink. The resulting block was further
mounted on a standard prism mount (NuFocus). The high reflectivity (HR) mirrors
Ml emd M2 have a reflectivity >99% over the spectral range of interest and were fabri
cated by CVI. The output coupler (OC) was fabricated by CVI as well and has a peak
transmission of 11.5%. The spectral transmittances of the mirrors were measured on
a Gary V spectrophotometer.
The laser was pumped with a NdiYAG laser operating at 1.319 |iin, near the peak
of the ^Ta absorption transition. The pump laser was flashlamp pumped and produced
free-running pulses of 80 |is duration at 10 Hz and energies of up to %0.5 J. The
pump laser was adjusted to give an energy of 250 mJ for all of the results presented.
The pump laser was focused into the Co:MgF2 crystal with a 150 mm focal length
lens. The transmission of the pump by the flat HR mirror is quite high, and the net
transmission of the AR-coated focusing lens and HR mirror exceeds 90%.
The output of the Co:MgF2 laser was examined several ways. The average pulse
Brewster-Brewster crystal is one in which light that propagates along the optical axis in the
crystal strikes both faces at Brewster's angle.
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energy was measured with a calorimeter power meter (Scientech). The temporal be
havior of the Co:MgF2 laser was monitored by InGaAs photodiodes (EG&G Judson)
and displayed on a digitizing oscilloscope (Textronix DS0620B). One photodiode was
positioned to measure laser light scattered from the curved mirror. Scattered light
Weis chosen for monitoring over light leaJdng from a HR mirror because the high signed
levels present in the latter case distorted the measured signal. A 1 mm thick plate of
germanium served eis a filter for the ptunp light. The laser light leaking from the back
of the curved mirror weis diverged, collected, and finally focused onto the entrance slit
of a monochromator (Jarell-Ash). The monochromator utilized a 295 lines/mm grat
ing. A second photodiode was placed at the exit slit to allow the temporal behavior
of the various spectral components of the laser output to be monitored. The losses
accumulated by this beam were sufficient to avoid the detector saturation which was
mentioned previously.
The spectrum of the laser output was recorded by measuring the signal from the
second photodiode at the locations of the output peaks. The locations of the output
peaks were obtained from the first photodiode. The oscilloscope was set for a ten
shot running average and the laser weis allowed to rim for several seconds before the
data at a given wavelength wzis recorded, so that a quality average could be obtained.
An example of the laser spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.2. The output weis 18.3 mJ.
The cold side of the crystal mount was set to 6 °C. The relative humidity was 29.6%
at 22.4 °C. Clearly, the output shown in Fig. 4.2 has a great deal of structure. The
number of peaks in the output is more than could be ascribed to transitions from the
components of the *T2 band[8], assuming that one would ignore the strong smoothing
that should taJce place at room temperature in this system. As a preliminary check
of a possible cause of this structure, the signal level at several fixed

wavelengths

were monitored as the humidity level surrounding the laser was reduced to 0%. At
this time, the experimental setup had not been modified to allow the wavelength
of the monochromator to be altered while the laser head was sealed. The results
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FIGURE 4.2. Initisil spectrum of the laser.
showed that the structure did not disappear as water vapor was removed from the
environment. This strongly suggested that water vapor could not explain the result
by itself. However MgF2 is slightly soluble in water and reacts slowly with water
vapor [26], so possibility of absorption by adsorbed water should not be ruled out.
In order to test the effects of adsorbed water, the crystal was removed from its
mount, cleaned with methajiol, and placed in a vacuum oven at 150 °C for 8h. The
crystal was immediately returned to the laser and cifter a minimum of adjustment,
lasing action was restored and a spectnun was taken. Due to a desire to allow as little
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contact with the atmosphere as possible before taking a spectrum, the operating
conditions for this spectnmi were slightly different. The laser output dropped to
18 mJ eind the relative humidity was 18% at 22.3 °C. While the energy is very similar
to that measured previously, when the energy is compeured the output of the previous
experiment at a similzir humidity, the 18 mJ of output is down by 25%. With the
reduced efficiency, it is difficult to directly compare the spectrum taken immediately
after drying, shown in Fig. 4.3a, to that taken before drying. Clearly the amount of
structure has been greatly reduced, but one caxmot assign the reduction to a removal
of water from the crystal with full confidence. However, after allowing the crystal
to sit at ein elevated humidity for four days, the spectrum weis retaJcen at the same
conditions as the spectrum in Fig. 4.3a. This spectrxmi is shown in Fig. 4.3b and
shows a definite change in structure of the spectrum. Specifically, most of the side
peaks have increased in strength. There is also a sUght shift in the location of the
peak at 1869 nm, but this was attributed to operator error as it was not reproducible.
Having discovered some intriguing results, it was necessary obtain a more con
vincing set of data. Toward that end, the laser was realigned so that its operating
conditions better matched the conditions for the original spectrum. The laser pro
duced 19.4 mJ in an atmosphere with 26.3% relative humidity at 22.4 °C. The energy
is very similar to the energy output of the laser before baking at similar humidity
levels. The spectrum was retaken and is shown in Fig. 4.4. Clearly, 18 days after
baking, the spectrum is still noticeably less complex than it was before baking. The
crystal was then removed and cleaned as before, and then baked at 250 °C for 16 h.
The crystal was immediately placed back into the cavity, but this time care was taken
to ensure that the operating conditions remained very similar before and after baking.
After realignment, the spectrum was retaken eind is shown in Fig. 4.5. Once again,
baking has reduced the levels of the side peaks.
While it seems clear from the preceding data that humidity, i.e. the surrounding
atmosphere, cannot explain the structure of the spectrum, it is still interesting to
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FIGURE 4.3. First drying experiment spectra: a) immediately after baking, b) four
days later.
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FIGURE 4.4. Spectrum of the Iciser before the second baking.
examine the effects of humidity upon the laser spectrum. In order to obtain this
data, the laser head Wcis sealed and purged with nitrogen until the humidity reached
0%. The removal of water vapor caused some chcuiges in the output. The output
energy increased to 24.4 mJ, and the temporal profile gained another peak.

The

spectrum of the first pulse is shown in Fig. 4.6. This spectrum is markedly different
from the one in Fig. 4.5, and shows an effect that is asymmetric with respect to the
centred spectral peaks. The results agree with the earlier, limited results in that the
structure is only slightly modified, and not eliminated by the removal of water vapor.
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FIGURE 4.5. Spectrum of the Iziser after the second baking.
This experiment clearly demonstrates that water vapor has a limited effect upon the
laser which is not sufficient to explain the spectral structure.
After recording the initial spectra, the laser head was sealed and the humidity
reused to 50% by placing an open dish of distilled water in the laser head. After 6
days and again after 14 days of exposure to the high humidity levels, the laser head
was opened and the humidity was allowed to equilibrate to a level nearly identical
to that which was present in the data of Fig. 4.4. The spectra were retaken and are
shown in Fig. 4.7, along with the spectrum taken just after baking. The results show
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FIGURE 4.6. Spectrum of the laser in a dry atmosphere.
a clecu: increase in the pecJcs at 1882 nm and 1885 nm, once again demonstrating that
exposure to elevated humidity levels can paxtially regenerate some of the outlying
peaks.

4.3

Results and Discussion

Upon examination of the data, further discussion seems merited on several points.
In order to frajne further discussion, a basic, tentative explanation of the observed
phenomena is presented first. Having presented a basic explzmation, it is necessary
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F IGURE 4.7. Regeneration of the spectral peaks over time.
to ensure that the explanation is not at odds with the body of existing literature on
the Co:MgF2 laser. Lastly, possible methods for avoiding the structure as well as
potentially making use of it ajre discussed.
On the basis of the data, selective absorption by atmospheric gases, most likely
water vapor, adsorbed into the laser crystal host seems to be the best explanation
for the observed behavior. The chain of reasoning which leads to this conclusion
staxts by noting that in order for two frequencies to lase together, their net round
trip gains must be nearly equal. This condition is less strict than the condition for
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FIGURE 4.8. Measured reflectivity of ttie output coupler.
CW lasers (exactly equal gains), and applies to pulsed lasers at early times in which
gain saturation has not strongly narrowed the output spectrum. However, the gain
in a Co:MgF2 laser should be nearly flat over the spectral region of interest at room
temperature[27]. The output coupler used in the experiments hcis a slow, nearly
quadratic wavelength dependence in its transmission, as shown in Fig. 4.8. This state
of affairs should typically lead to a single peak in the laser spectrum. Therefore, it
seems very likely that multiple frequencies are made to lase by baJeincing out the
decrecised transmission with increased losses, or vice versa.
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Water vapor immediately comes to mind as a spectrally selective loss in the wave
length region of interest. However, the data in Figs. 4.5-4.6 clearly demonstrate that
water vapor is at best responsible for only a small amoimt of the structure. Since
the spectrum changes when the crystal is baked, the mechanism must be confined
to the crystal. Since the spectrum chcinges in the reverse direction when the crystal
is exposed to a humid atmosphere, one can surmise that the crystal is interacting
with the room atmosphere. Lastly the frequency of the laser, sitting cis it does in
the middle of an absorption band of water, and the slightly soluble nature of the
magnesium fluoride host, strongly suggest that adsorbed water vapor is the cause of
the complicated spectrum.
One should note however, that the effect may be a good deal more complex than a
simple absorption by adsorbed water. Since the peaJc of the fitted transmission curve
is centered on one of the side peaks, and not on the central peak, the majority of the
absorption czinnot be easily confined to the central peak in the laser output. That
is to say that it is not possible to definitively place the maximum of the absorption
losses at the minimum of the cavity losses. While the fit to the transmission curve
may be slightly in error due to the small changes and Icirger noise, one must consider
the implications if it is not in error. The presence of some residual non-uniformity
in the gain at room temperature should be considered. The cryogenic fluorescence
spectrum shows a valley over the wavelength region of interest[3| , so there may still
be a residued emiount of curvature which would shift the apparent center of the cavity
gain. Additionally, the structure of the crystal absorption might be more complex,
and change in a more complex fashion when the crystzd is baked. This complexity
may arise from eff'ects such as aggregate formation or configuration changes for the
adsorbed water. Having noted these possibilities, one should note as well that while
the exact structure of the mechanism is not perfectly elucidated by the current ex
periments, the location of the mechanism, i.e. internal to the crystal, and its general
effect, i.e. equalizing losses, seems very reasonable and well supported.
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Retximing to the proposed central mechanism for observing lasing on multiple
wavelengths, i.e. that the net gain is nearly equal for multiple frequencies, one can
estimate the necessary strength of the absorption required to achieve equal gain on
multiple wavelengths. Looking at the measured transmission of the output coupler
over the wavelength range of interest, one can see that the maximum decrease in the
transmission is approximately 0.3% from its peak. By the reasoning of the proposed
mechanism, this 0.3% difference in transmission is the most that the loss mechcinism
would be required to correct. With a 3 cm crystal and factoring in two passes per
round trip, this leads to a maximum loss of only 0.05% cm~\ a very modest value,
and quite likely in the noise of any normal absorption measurement which would be
performed upon the crystal.
The idea of nearly equal gain for the various lines can also find support in the
comparison of the spectra of the second pulse in the laser output. The spectra of
the first and second pulses for the crystal before baking is shown in Fig 4.9. The
results are representative of all other experiments. The spectrum of the second pulse
shows strong collapse into the wavelengths with the highest output in the first pulse.
This is easily explained by noting that the first pulse essentially seeds the second
pulse with a greatly reduced copy of itself. In the second pulse the wavelengths with
even slightly higher gains enjoy the added benefit of higher seed intensities and are
therefore able to saturate the gain well before lesser wavelengths can build up. This
result is in contrast to the case in the first pulse where all wavelengths are seeded
with essentially uniform vacuum fields.
Lastly, as a further aid to explaining the data, a simple numerical model can be
solved to ensure that the above explanations are consistent with the mathematics of
the system. Using a rate equation approach like the ones used in previous Co:MgF2
laser work[3, 28], in which the laser dynamics are reduced to the dynamics of the
inversion density, N, and the photon density, 4>, one can modify the equations to
include a second photon density. One is then left with a system of three equations
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FIGURE 4.9. Collapse of the laser spectnim at subsequent pulses.
which using a notation identical to the one presented in[28] take the form given below
dN
dt
d(f)i
dt
d(f>2
dt

_

_ ^gN{(f>i + 02)
Ic
ccrlgN(l>i _ ^
Ic
"^cl
calgN(()2
02
- — + Wn.
Ir
Tc2

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

One of the photon densities is given a slightly higher loss, while the other is given a
slightly larger output coupler transmission which provides the different cavity lifetimes
Tci and Tc2. Using parameters from the literature as well as from the experimental
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configuration, the numerical model can be made to reasonably imitate the experimen
tal output. If one attempts to recreate the relative strengths of the lines at 1865 nm
(typiceilly the strongest line) and 1883nm (the line which recovers the most), one
finds that a difference between the roimdtrip losses (including the aforementioned
additional loss cmd OC transmission) of the two photon densities of only 0.035% is
required to achieve the same relative amplitudes as those in Fig. 4.2. For the case
of spectra after baking, the loss difference expands to close to 0.1%. Note that both
of these values compare well with the order of magnitude estimate found firom the
OC transmission curve. In both cases the amplitudes of the weaker peak is greatly
reduced in the second laser spike, in very good agreement with the data.
Having put forth what should be taken as a reasonable explanation for some
curious behavior, it is now necessary to discuss why such behavior might first be
observed some 35 years after the Co:MgF2 system was first investigated[8]. The
answer is largely foimd in the nature of the laser.

First, CorMgFa works better

when it is operated at cryogenic temperatiures since it experiences a strong increase
in the non-radiative decay rate with increasing temperature[3]. This could prevent
the observation of this structure in two ways.

First, and most importantly, the

assumption of nezir uniform gain over the region of interest is not true at cryogenic
temperatures[3]. Second, the crystals in these early lasers likely spent the majority
of their time under vacuum, which could well eliminate the possibility of substantial
adsorption of water vapor or other impurities.
Second, since CorMgFa is a highly tunable laser, it is usually operated with some
sort of a timing element in the cavity, a single birefringent tuner (BRT) plate in most
cases[4, 7, 5]. (A notable exception to this observation is found in[3], but in that work
the laser operated at 1.95 nm, which is off to the side of the water band) The small
firequency selective losses which have been assigned as the cause of the spectrum would
be easily swamped by the losses due to a BRT. Instead of a complicated spectrum,
the small absorption losses would likely cause only a dip in output power, (which was
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observed by Moulton, et al. in [4] and assigned, at least partially correctly, to water
vapor in the cavity) or possibly frequency hopping (which has never been reported).
This latter effect might be expected to occur when the maximum trajismission of the
BRT is swept across a particularly large absorption, such as the laxge gap found at
1872 nm in the data. If the BRT losses do not increzise too quickly away from the
center wavelength the laser output might suddenly jimap across the large absorption.
Since this effect would seem to require a serendipitous experimental configuration, it
is not surprising that it has never been reported.
Lastly, since the loss mechanism which has been proposed falls in the Scime wave
length region as water vapor absorption, the likelihood of its observation is reduced
since most investigators simply tune the Iziser away from the water bands. Further
more, those that do operate in the water bands axe likely to prepare for this case by
purging the laser enclosure with inert gases, which may reduce the crystal's exposure
to possible contamincints such cis water.
Having examined the possible causes of the structure and discussed why it has
not been previously reported, it seems best to now discuss the implications of the
effect as well as to examine any possible uses it might have. If one assumes for the
time being that water is indeed the root of the structure, then while the Co:MgF2
laser is certainly uniquely positioned to observe the effect, other laser systems

might-,

possibly show sinoilar effects. Lasers based on Cr^"*" or possibly Cr^"*" might, in proper
host materials, demonstrate similar phenomena due to interaction with vibrational
modes analogous to the ni, n2, or ni+n2 modes of the water molecule. The Cr^"'':ZnS
laser seems to be the most likely candidate for a further demonstration, since the host
often contains water, cind the wavelength of the laser is close to the ni and 112 bands.
It is unclear at this time if this effect will ever find a useful purpose, or will simply
become a design consideration which should be avoided. However, since the spectrum
of the free running Iciser continues to consist of two sheirp peaks separated by 4nm
even after the third output spike, the possibility of generating a pair of frequencies
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sinmltaneously within the duration of the pulse seems fairly strong. Another possible
use for the complicated output might be in water vapor sensing. The data in Fig. 4.6
show that water vapor has a variable absorption over the laser output region. The use
of a multi-line output spectnmi could provide some of the capabilities of a DIAL-type
sensor, but without the need to switch frequencies.

4.4

Conclusions

A complicated, multi-line emission has been observed from a CorMgFa laser operating
in a free-running, untuned configuration. The spectrum was observed to shift toward
a simpler form when the crystal was baked under vacuum, and observed to recover
some of its complexity when the crystal was exposed to a humid atmosphere. The
effects are shown to be independent of water vapor absorption. On the basis of these
experiments, it is theorized that the structure is due to trace absorption by adsorbed
water in the crystal host. This trace absorption causes the net gain to be nearly
equal for several discrete frequencies. While the laser system is well studied, several
factors exist which could have prevented the effect from being observed previously.
While the Co;MgF2 laser is probably fairly unique in its ability to demonstrate this
effect, if water is indeed the cause of the spectral structure then there are a handful
of Icisers which might show a similar effect at different water bands. The utility of
this effect is somewhat doubtful, but there would seem to be some possibilities for
useful applications in laser remote sensing.
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Chapter 5

VARIATIONAL METHODS FOR N O N - A B C D SYSTEMS
5.1

Introduction

Virtucdly everyone who has studied lasers in any depth is familiar with the concept
of

ABCD

matrices for computing the stable mode of a laser cavity. The ability to

accurately calculate what are essentially eigenfunctions of the Huygens' integral from
simple 2x2 matrices is cin amazingly powerful tool and in many ways is responsible
for the vast cirray of cavity designs in use today. It is not difficult to imagine that if
calculating the stable modes of the cavity required full numerical calculations of either
the wave equation or the diffraction integral, laser cavity design would be something
of a black art and the types of cavities would be quite limited.
However, for all their utility,

ABCD

matrices have one outstanding flaw.

They

assume an infinite transverse extent for all elements. For cold cavities, this is not
such a great flaw, as for most cavities, the relatively small transverse dimensions of
the calculated modes mean that the elements are effectively infinite. In practice, this
results in a laxge niunber of transverse modes being present in a basic laser cavity,
unless one takes the time to severely aperture the cavity. So as a rule, the assumption
of infinite extent for the basic cavity elements does not pose a problem for the accuracy
of the model.
This state of affairs contrasts sheirply to the Ccise of active elements, i.e. amplifiers
or absorbers. In these cases, it is clearly not physiceil to have functions with infinite
extent. Note that a uniform absorption with nearly infinite extent is technically
physical, but hcis an uninteresting effect upon the calculations. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to represent einything other than uniform or quadratic transverse variations
with an

ABCD

matrix.
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It would be extremely useful, therefore, to develop a method for handling trans
verse variations of the propagation medium without resorting to full diffraction calcu
lations. Fortunately, such a method has been developed by Firth and others.[29, 30]
The method can be derived from variational methods cis well cis from the paraxial
wave equation (a fact which should not be surprising), and allows the transverse vari
ations in the mediima to act as source terms in equations of motion for the parameters
of a basic Gaussizin solution to the electric field.
In order to frame the following discussion, a derivation of the method will be
presented. The derivation in cylindrical coordinates is based largely on the work of
Wright.[30, 31] The derivation will be extended to cover the Ccise of non-cylindrical
symmetry. Several common types of gain profiles will be presented. The technique
will then be extended to cover non-linear, parametric gain. Lastly, the case of a
Gaussian gciin distribution will be studied in some depth in order to demonstrate some
intriguing results. The correspondence of these results to diffraction calculations in
order to establish the validity of the results.

5.2
5.2.1

Propagation of Gaussian beams by

non-ABCD

methods

Propagation equations in a cylindrically symmetric system

The bsisics derivation of the paxeixial wave equation heis been put forth in many
works, and so the treatment here will be cursory. The reader is referred to one of
many excellent works on the subject, e.g. Siegman's work[ll], for a more explicit
description. That being said, the starting point for these derivations will be the wave
equation in the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA), with a transversely
varying, cylindrically symmetric, complex gain, which has the form

dz

2noko

2

'
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where E { T , Z) is the field envelope, Q is the complex gain, and

is the transverse

Laplacian. The complex gain heis a general form
g{T, z) = 5(r, z) + 2iA:oAn(r, z),

(5.2)

where g represents the intensity gain profile, and An represents the trainsverse vjiriations in the index of refiraction from its value on axis.
In the absence of the complex gain term, (5.1) has solutions in the form of complex
Gaussians, or
E{r, z) =

,

(5.3)

where ^{z) is a complex ampUtude, and Q(z) is the complex beam parameter (CBP),
defined as
.
1
1
22
Qi^) = -TT = -^TT + , 2f
q{z)
R{z)
kQUj^{z)

,

,

in which R{z) corresponds to the curvature of the beam and UJ{Z) represents the spot
size of the bezun. The CBP is typically more interesting thaxi the complex amplitude
when calculating the modes of a resonator, cis it leads to the intensity distribution
of the mode, while the complex amplitude leads to the frequency of the mode. For
a resonator described by a ABCD matrix M the stable mode,Q,, for that resonator
can found from

BQ,+A'
which can be reduced to

While there are two roots to the system, only one (at most) of these roots will have
an imaginary part which corresponds to a physical, confined mode, i.e. Im(Q,) >
0. The possibility of imphysiccJ solutions to the modes of a resonator should be
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remembered for later reference. Lastly, the existence of a stable mode is determined
by the condition
- 1 < S = in-(Afr) =

< 1-

(5.7)

In order to derive propagation equations for the CBP, it is first expressed as
^ z
^

j^rdrE\z,r)

kof^rd-r^E^r^z)'

^

^

This expression Ccin be differentiated with respect to z to obtain
dQ

rd-E^'ir, z) - QfJ^rdrr^E'^{r, z)

dz

(5.9)

f^r(tr^E'^{r, z)

Substitution of the SVEA wave equation (5.1) and the Gaussian solution (5.3) will
lead to
-ifcoQrV2
- ikoQ^
The integral involving

+

J rdrg{T,z)e'''°^^'.

(5.10)

Ccin be evaluated analytically. In order to simplify the term

involving Q the notation of [29] can be used zs
G{Q, z) = -zkoQ rrd-Qir, z)e''=°«'".
Jo

(5.11)

This new vjiriable G is quite clearly related to the overlap integral between the gain
Q and the trail solution for the field. After substitution (5.10) now has the form

The propagation equation for the complex amplitude is somewhat simpler to de
rive. If the integrated square of the field E is differentiated with respect to z, then
after substituting (5.1) one arrives at
4- rrdrE^ir, z) =
Hrd-EVlE + Hrd-Qir, z)E^.
d z JQ
koflQ JQ
JQ

(5.13)
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Substitution of the trial solution (5.3) eind (5.11) leads to
dJ"
dz

QT
riQ

Equations (5.12) and (5.14) are very useful for analytic analysis, since, as will be seen
later, they generally lead to simpler equations for G. However, many laser systems
are not rotationally sjonmetric about the optic axis, i.e. lasers with Brewster cut
crystcils. This motivates an extension of these equations to cover the more general
case of astigmatic beams.

5.2.2

Extension to rectangular coordinates

The requirement of cylindrical symmetry is now lifted. The trial solution to (5.1) is
now written as
Eix, y, z) =

^5 ^^5)

The two CBPs in (5.15) cire defined as before. The derivation proceeds as before by
noting that the CEP for one of the transverse directions may be expressed as
^
^ SrdAE^(x,y,z)
Qx\^) — rtt rOO J A ojpO/
\'
2kQ
dAx^E^{x,y,z)

(5.16)

which can be differentiated to obtain

,

dQ.
dz

J^dAx^E^

Substituting the starting wave equation (5.1) and the trial solution (5.15) one obtains

dz

I^dAx^E^

As before, a new quantity is introduced with the definition
G{Qr, Qy, z) =

ZTT

JQ

(5.I9)
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which, after evaluating the remedning integrals in (5.18) yields
dQz

Ql

o dG

which has exactly form of the result obtained in the symmetric case, but now the
expression for G is more complicated. This complexity of G makes things more
difficult when specific forms of Q are evaluated. For example, finding steady-state
modes of an asymmetric Gaussian gain region requires a numerical solution to a
transcendental equation. However, while this form of the propagation equation is
more obscure to the himaan reader, it matters little to a computer.
In order to obtciin the equation of motion for the ampUtude J- one starts with
(5.13), and proceeds exactly as before to obtain
dT _
dz

+ Qy) , I
2
2

^

dG
2

, Qy dG
2 agj

This equation cleaxly demonstrates the dependence of !F on the number of dimensions,
something which is not as obvious for the cylindrical case as it is in the present
notation. Having developed the propagation equations, some specific forms of Q will
be presented.

5.3

Propagation equations for several specific gain distribu
tions

While the propagation equations presented in the previous section are quite inter
esting in their general form, in order to gain further insight the form of Q must be
stated. This also implies that only cases in which G can be analytically evaluated
can be used for further study. It should be noted however that if one is interested
only in numerical studies, virtually any form of Q can be used, the only requirement
being that the overlap integral between Q and

be numerically integrable. In ail

likelihood, this condition does not exclude ciny physical gciin distribution. The numer-
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iccd calciilations would be come exceedingly tedious however, if Q were to somehow
depend upon Q, as this would complicate the evaluation of dGjdQ.
That having been said, there are several types of gain distributions which have
experimental interest and can also be evaluated analytically. In order to give a con
nection between the traditional ABCD methods amd the CBP propagation methods,
the case of a quadratic gain will be presented first.

The case of a Gaussian distri

bution will be examined next. This case is clearly of interest for lasers pumped by
other, high quality lasers. Lastly, in order examine the effects of pumping by lasers
with lesser beam quality, the case of top-hat shaped geiin will then be presented. This
Ccise is also of interest to numerical models of lasers since a common assumption in

typical rate equation models is a top-hat distribution of the gain.

5.3.1

Quadratic profiles

Since the quadratic profile can be anzilyzed using simple ABCD methods, it easily
becomes the first approximation to a gain distribution. For this reason, the propa
gation equations for this case are important, even though they are not particularly
accurate or physical in the case of tight focusing.
5.3.1.1

Cylindrical CooTdinates The basic form of a quadratic gain can be written

as
Q{r,z) = goil-Vr^).
r can be related to the transverse extent of a theoretical pump beam by F = 2/u;p,
where Up is the spot radius of the pump beam. Note that no explicit 2 dependence
has been given for ^ . In general, a longitudinally uniform gain distribution will be
assumed throughout the rest of this section, but one should note that this does not
limit the generality since explicit z dependence could be added without changing the
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form of the results. Continuing on, substitution of this expression into (5.11) yields
(5.22)
With this explicit form for G the particil differential in (5.12) and (5.14) can be
evaluated to obtain

dz

no

Aro '

dz

tzq

2

^

If dQJdz is set to zero, which implies a propagation stable solution, one can immedi
ately find a value for Q which does not change with propagation. This value is called
the matched CBP and is given by

The concept of a matched CBP will be used throughout this section. In addition to
providing the propagation stable mode, the matched CBP also allows one to connect
the CBP method to the ABCD method, by noting that the ABCD matrix for a
complex duct is given by

{ c n )= { -S..)
The lone parameter 7 can be related to Qm by the following equation[31]
n2
72 = _!lm
UQ

(5 26)

This expression is useful because it allows for an extension of the quadratic gain model
in which the expressions for Qm obtained from other gain profiles, e.g. Gaussian or
top-hat, are substituted into (5.26) to obtain better quadratic profiles. For the case
of Gaussian gain, this substitution has been labeled the Equivalent Quadratic Profile
(EQP), and was shown to be an improvement over the basic quadratic gain system
in work by Wright[30].
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5.3.1.2

Rectangular coordinates The switch to rectangular coordinates changes mat

ters very little. This is to be expected since ABCD analysis for the CBP is extended to
the case of multiple dimensions by simply repeating the ccilculations for each dimen
sion separately. A quadratic gain profile in rectangular coordinates has the general
form
g{x, y, z) = goil -

- rs,y^).

This leads to aji expression for G given by

(5.27)
as well as a propagation equation for the CBP
^=
dz

no

+

(5.28)

ifcoQx

Note that this equation is identical to the radiaily symmetric case, which clearly
illustrates the independence of the CBP from other orthogonal dimensions for systems
which can be described by ABCD matrices. This also means that the matched mode
in the x and y directions can be foimd by substituting

for F in (5.24).

This concludes the development of the quadratic gain profile. While it is quite
useful as a first pass design tool, especially when extended to the EQP method, it
nonetheless suffers firom unphysicai absorption when the pump radius approaches the
bare cavity mode radius. The pure quadratic gain distribution also suffers from the
unphysicai result that so long as the gain (or absorption) is peaked on axis, the cavity
is stable, irrespective of the other cavity elements. The converse applies to the case
when the gain (or absorption) has a minimum on axis. In order to remove these
effects, one must turn to distributions which do not diverge off axis.

5.3.2

Gaussian profiles

The ability to calculate the effect of a Gaussian gain region upon the propagation of
a Gaussian beam is cleeirly of interest to anyone working with laser-pumped lasers, as
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in meiny cases the gain region resulting from laser pumping is nearly Gaussian. The
Gaussian case Wcis probably the primary motivation when the vaxiational method
was first presented by Firth in [29], since he went on to demonstrate the utility of the
method for modeling Raman lasers. The matched mode produced by the Gaussian
gain case is also the basis of the EQP method of Wright[30]. Having established the
importance of the Gaussian case, the basic equations in cylindrical coordinates will
be reviewed. Since meiny leisers systems have asymmetric pump beams (once again,
lasers with Brewster cut crystals come to mind), the relevant equations in rectangular
coordinates will be derived. The rectangular results lack the analyticzd simplicity of
cyUndrical case, but this would make little difference in a niunerical simulation.
5.3.2.1

Radial coordinates For a Gaussiein gain medium the intensity gain function

h£is the form
g = ^oexp(-rr2),
where for typical laser pumping with a spot size Up, F = 2/ujp. This this form makes
evaluating (5.11) particularly easy, and leads to

This in turn leads to propagation equations of the form

dz
—
dz

no

{V-ik^QY

r2
- -9^ 4.^ 10^.
UQ
2
(F - 2A:oQ)2

^

'

(5.31)

If the gain distribution is uniform in z then a matched CBP can be found to be either
a plane wave, {Q^ = 0), or
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This form of a matched CBP has one very important difference from the matched
CBP caiculated in the case of a quadratic gain mediimi. Specifically, it does not have
a bounded form for all positive values of ^o- The form of the equations demonstrates
that with increasing focusing (increasing F), an increasing amount of gain is required
to balance the effects of diffiraction.
The observant reader will have noticed that (5.32) also allows for stable modes for
when QQ < 0, i.e. the absorption is peaked on axis. This is an interesting development,
since one would expect that an increased absorption on axis would tend to prohibit the
field from resembling a Gaussian. However, the solutions are not important since they
are perturbation unstable in numericai simulations. It is still possible to understand
the origin of this pseudo-stable mode as the point at which the focusing due to a
converging sphericaJ wavefront is cancelled by the spreading due to a Gaussian shaped
absorption.
5.3.2.2

Rectangular coordinates Having presented the propagation equations for the

CBP and complex amplitude and examined some of the implications of the results
in cylindrical coordinates, the extension of the results into rectangular coordinates is
now presented. The results are not as elucidating as in the previous case, but are
potentiedly more useful in modeling of real lasers.
In rectangular coordinates the Gaussiein gain takes the form
Q

exp(-Fia;^ - Tyy^).

The overlap integral is again relatively simple to compute and leads to
ikoQoy/QxQ

(5.33)

The propagation equations can then be written eis
dQx
dz
dz

Ql , Q.GVx
no
Fj. — ikoQx
HQ.+Qy), g r
2no
2

(5.34)
^

^
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The propagation equation for Qy may be found by substituting y for x in (5.34).
Given the complexity of G, finding the equivalent expression to (5.32) for the matched
CBP in rectanguleir coordinates is something best left to a numerical calculation.
For small aunounts of asymmetry, a good estimate of the CBP could probably be
obtained by substituting the geometric mean of the various asymmetric parameters,
e.g. Q = y/QxQy, T = y/Tx^ into the cylindrical equations.

5.3.3

Top-hat profiles

The top-hat or tnmcated uniform gain profile is of interest in the case of pumping with
Icisers which are strongly multi-mode, or have been designed to have a flat intensity
profile. These qualities are fcdrly common in high power solid-state lasers, which are
in turn likely to be used as pump sources. Since many models of laser dynamics
cissume a top-hat profile for all the quantities involved, there may be an interest in
using a top-hat profile in order to be self-consistent. As wzis the case with Gaussicin
gain, the equations in cylindrical coordinates provide the most insight.
5.3.3.1

Cylindrical coordinates The gain distribution for the case of a top-hat gain

takes the form
Q = gofir/ujp),
where / has unit value so long as r/ujp < 1 and is zero valued everywhere else. From
this expression one can calculate the form of G eis
G(Q, Z) = ^ O ( L - E
As an interesting aside, one may note that there should be values of Q such that G
is zero, i.e. whenever the condition ikaQuj^ = 2n7r. However after substituting (5.4)
into this relation one immediately finds that these Q values correspond to unbound
spherical waves, which are not of interest in laser cavities.
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The expression for G leads to propagation equations given as

dz

no

(5.37)

2

(5.38)
As was the case with Gaussian gain, there are two solutions to the steady state
problem, the uninteresting, pleine wave solution {Qm = 0), ajid the more interesting

(XnogokotujjJ
' )
For the purposes of comparison, the equations may be rewritten, with F =

(5.39)
as

before, in the form
/ TZoffpAro \

I r J

(5.40)

This form clecirly shows that, as in the Ccise of Gaussian gain, the top-hat gain also
supports a bounded guided mode only for suflScient values of ^o- It is interesting to
note that the real part of the matched CBP does not depend upon the gain, as was
the case with Gaussian gain.
Both the top-hat and Gaussian gain profiles require a minimum amount of gain
in order to guide a mode, which begs the question: which distribution requires the
lower gain for a given F? The minimum gain required for each distribution is that
for which Qm is a pure sphericcd wave, i.e. Im(Qm) = 0) so for the case of Gaussian
gain this condition requires
I npgoT
2ko

V

F
ko
2F
noko '

(5.41)
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while for the case of top-hat gain this requires

or
npgokp

r
go

= 1
=

—

(

5

.

4

2

)

TZqATQ

Since F is defined essentially identically for both cases, it would appear that the tophat distribution is more effective that the Gaussian distribution for guiding a mode.
However, if one assumes that any point r, ^ is proportional to the intensity of the
pump laser (a very reasonable assumption), then the total power in the pump beam
is proportional to the integral of Q over the transverse plane. It is then possible
to compare the relative amounts of power required to get identical values of go for
the Gaussian and top-hat cases. Upon evaluating this problem, one finds that, for
identical amounts of pump power, the peak Gaussicin gain will be twice the value of
the top-hat gain. Therefore, the power required to guide a bounded mode is the same
for both a Gaussian and a top-hat gain profile.
5.3.3.2

Rectangular cooTdinates The problem of a top-hat distribution in rectangular

coordinates is complicated by the inseparability of the gain function into rectangular
coordinates. The straightforward extension, i.e. moving from a circular region of gain
to an elliptical gain region, results in an integral which is extremely intractable, and
may not have an ancilytic solution.
The best compromise would seem to be to look for a separable form of the top-hat
gain. This, of course, would be a rectangular gain region. It is unfortunate that the
mathematics do not appear to allow for cin easy transition between the symmetric
case and the more general case. However, since this does not appear to be so, the
propagation equations for a rectangular gain region will be presented.
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If one starts with a rectangular gain region such as
Q = 9of{x/uj.)f{y/u}y),
where / is the usual top-hat function, then substitution this form into (5.19) will
yield
G { Q x , Q y ,z) = ^eTf{y/-ikQQxC^^)eri(yJ-ikoQyUj^),

(5.43)

where erf is the usuzd error function. This function is readily differentiable with
respect to Qx, and leads to propagation equations of the form
^ = -^ +
az
TIQ
IT

V

»

(5.44)

This form of the propagation equation is not particulcirly insightful, but the all the
functions are readily available in most computer modeling platforms.

5.4

5.4.1

Propagation equations for the complex mode parameters
with parametric gain
Introduction

While the preceding sections have demonstrated how to calculate the effects of real,
linear gain distributions upon the Gaussian modes of a cavity, they leave untreated
the

Ccise

of parametric gain. This type of gain should be of interest, given the pop

ularity of optical parametric oscillators. Unlike the previous work, the equations for
the amplitude ^ and the CBP Q are coupled for parajnetric amplification (and by
extension, all

non-linearities). The material presented here is based upon Boyd's

NLO book[2] and Wright's notes[31].
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5.4.2

The Nonlinear Wave Equation

For most of non-linear optics, the wave equation is a convenient place to start. In cgs
units one hcis for the electric field
(5.45)
En etnd P„ are expanded into slowly and rapidly varying parts cis
En =

+ c.c.

(5.46)

Pn =

+ c.c.

(5.47)

and then substitute the result into (5.45). After making the usuai SVEA approxima
tion one arrives at the following equation for the complex amplitude

52 - 2A:„

(5 48)

^

Adopting the numbering scheme where n runs from 1 to 3 and represents the pump,
signal and idler beams, respectively. Taking the non-linear polarization for the sig
nal to be P2 = AdeffAiAl and one can write down a family of coupled differential
equations in the imdepleted pump approximation

dz

^
_LY2
= ;T7-ViAi

(5.49)

2ki

17 ^•^3

5.4.3

_

I —2 A

, Sttzo;! ,

.

jAfci

r=; =:^^

Application of the CBP

Further insight into (5.49)-(5.51)

Cein

be obtained by assuming a Gaussian solution

An =

(5.52)

for all the amplitudes, or
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This assumption is very rezisonable for the case of a Gaussian pump (.Ai), and a
doubly resonant OPO, for which the bare cavity modes already have this form.
The equations of motion for

and Q must now be derived for the form of the

field equation in (5.50)-(5.51)). This form is generalized cis
dA

I

,

Q

,

^

Note that this equation differs from the one used in previous CBP analysis (5.1) in
that the rightmost term in (5.53) does not depend upon A. Proceeding exactly as
before and defining

K Q JQ rdrr^A^{r, Z )
which can be differentiated to form
dQ

[ t i/o°°rd-A^ir, z) -

H"

rdrr^A^{r, z)]

f^°°rci-r2A^(r, z)

'

After evaluating the differentials and substituting (5.52)-(5.53) one arrives at
^ = ^(1 +
dz
no

dQ JQ

tkoQHl +

(5.56)

which looks quite similar to the results previously obtained but with some noticeable
differences in the last term. As before, the previous result may be simplified by
evaluating the term involving the transverse Laplacian and defining a new quantity
^~

f

(5.57)

which is different than the definition used previously, but reduces (5.56) to

dz

Uq

V

2 oQ

which, as expected, looks similar to the case of linear gain.

(5.58)
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The equations for the amplitude T can be derived in a manner identiccil to the
linear gain Ccise by writing
f rdrA? = —f rdrAV^A + f rdrQA.
dzjQ
nokoJo
JQ

(5.59)

This evcduates to

^
dz

5.4.4

no

+ L^^(G + 2C?G).

(5.60)

Propagation equations for pareunetric gain

Equations (5.58) and (5.60) are now applied to the specific case of parametric amplifi
cation in which three Gaussian beams are coupled together. Adopting the numbering
scheme given on page 77, one sets no —> n„ and Atq —> kn and replaces n with 1,
2, or 3. Note that A:„ is the free-space wavenumber for the nth field. Expressions for
the specific form of Q can be written as
^2 =
^3 =

'

(5.61)

where by not writing an expression for Qi the undepleted pump approximation has
been implicitly made. This leads to a form of G exemplified by
_ 471^

V-ik2Q2

which after defining a material parameter
47ru;^ ,
"k^

,

.
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a set of propagation equations for the CBPs and complex amplitudes can be written
as
dQi
dz
dTi
dz
dQ2
dz

dTi
dz

dQz
dz

dT^
dz

_

Ql
ni

(5.64)
(5.65)

rai
"2
Q2
Q1+Q2 — Qz LQi + Qz — Q3
•^2^2
92^1^2^36
712
ikzQl
Q2
Ql + Q2 — Ql Ql + Q2 —Q3
-

-1

(5.66)

-1

(5.67)

gz^FiJ^.e'^'

"3

tkzQl
Qz
-1
Ql + Q3 — Q2 Ql + Qs — Q2
^zQz
-gzTiTzT^e'^'nz
ikzQl
Qz
-1
Ql + Qz — Q2 Ql + Qz — Q2

(5.68)

(5.69)

The equations describing the evolution of the pump (5.64)-(5.65) can, of course be
solved analytically, resulting in the standard form for propagation in a medium
Qi{z) =
^liz) =

Qi(0)
;^Ql(0) + 1
1

(5.70)
(5.71)

but substitution of these equations into (5.66)-(5.69) does little if anything to simplify
matters.
There is axi interesting phenomenon which is immediately obvious in these equa
tions. Specifically, there exists a specific condition on Qi, Q2 and Qz for which the
coupling vanishes. This corresponds to the case where all three beams have same
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imaginciry pzirt of the CBP (this corresponds to having a waist which scales with the
wavelength), but the pump beam has the opposite curvature. This immediately leads
one to an anzilogy with interfering spherical waves. Effectively the interference of the
signed and idler beams with the pump beam causes the gain to cancel out.

5.5
5.5.1

The effects of Gaussian gain upon cavity stability
Introduction

After developing the equations of the variational method in [29], Firth examined the
effects of a Gaussian gain medium on a symmetric confocal cavity. The methods were
somewhat crude by today's stcindards, but the calculations nonetheless predicted
asymmetric modes, i.e. modes that do not repeat on a half-roundtrip, as well as
unphysical modes when pump spot size beccmie less than the bare cavity spot size.
The former result is somewhat intuitive, in that it can be interpreted as the cavity
mode bicising itself in preparation for the effects of propagation through the gain
medium.
The unphysical modes axe quite siuprising, however. Intuitively, one would expect
than the tighter pump confinement would improve the mode, since it looks like an
soft, Gaussian aperture. Also, the result appears to contradict experience, since most
optically pumped lasers are nm with a tightly focused pump spot. The first inclination
then, is to dismiss the results eis artifacts of either the model or the specific resonator
chosen.
In an attempt to get further insight into Firth's curious results, an investigation
of some other cavities using his method was undertaken. Regions of instability were
found for other types of symmetric, two-mirror resonators. Better computers allow
a better picture of the instability regions to be developed. The process seems to be
dependent upon the toted integrated gain,

rather than go alone. Additionally,

the ratio of the Rayleigh range, ZR, to the cavity length, L, is found to be a good
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measure of the scale of the unstable regions. These parameters allow the results to
be scaled to other systems. Additionally, the instabilities in the special case of a
symmetric confocal resonator can be viewed as a consequence of its ill-defined ZR.
In order to understand the vaUdity of the model, one of the resonator configura
tions was modeled with diffiraction ceilculations. The results agree remarkably well.
Regions of gain and focusing in which the mode takes a great deal of time to converge
were observed, with some cjtses failing to converge in the time allotted. The inability
of the mode to adiabatically follow an increasing gain was observed for both calcula
tion methods. This correspondence strongly suggests that the effect is real, and with
proper experimental techniques could be observed in the lab.
5.5.2

Computational method

The equation for propagating a CBP in a Gaussian gain medium (5.30) was imple
mented using standard numerical integration techniques. (The routine was DIVPAG
from the IMSL libraries. The Gear method was selected as it was found to handle
the stiffness better thein the Adams-Moulton method) The implementation was bun
dled into a general code for resonators. Technically, in order to allow for astigmatic
resonators, Equation (5.34) was used, but all the calculations presented herein were
done with cylindrical symmetry, so the concepts of (5.30) apply.
With the ability to handle non-ABCD systems added, the resonator code wcis
used to find the stable mode for several resonators with variable gain and focusing.
The resonators exsunined were always symmetric and had a 3 cm gain region located
in the center of the cavity. The geiin was modeled as being either bi-directional,
as is found in normal lasers, or unidirectioncil, which can occur in ring lasers or in
certain Raman lasers. These two cases allow one to examine the effect of

versus the

total, integrated gain, golg. The unidirectional case also has certain computationeil
advantages which will be discussed later.
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The stability of a resonator heis two parts. The first reqiiirement is that the
mode repeat after one round trip. This is equivalent to the condition on 5 discussed
previously. In addition, the mode must be perturbation stable, that is a field which is
close to the stable mode must decay towards the stable mode. While for traditional

ABCD

systems, the stability of a resonator can be calculated analytically,

cuid

the

two conditions can be evciluated separately.
For non-ABCD systems, an iterative approach must be used. An initial CBP is
iterated around the cavity until is ceases to change from one round trip to the next.
Modes found in this fashion satisfy both conditions automatically, since the iteration
will only converge if there is a roimd-trip stable mode which nearby modes tend to
become.
While this is generally true, for the dynamics involved in these studies, it is possible
to find round-trip stable, but pertiirbation unstable modes. By periodically averaging
some of the previous values of the CBP, and proceeding further with the averaged
value, the convergence times were dramatically speeded for truly stable modes, and
modes which were slightly perturbation unstable could be captured. This is something
of an interesting ability, since it allows study of modes which would otherwise not
be observed. However, use of this technique does require than potential solutions be
examined for perturbation stability after the iteration converges.
5.5.3

Results

The general form of the resonators used in this study can be found in Fig. 2.3.
The gain region was always located in the center of the cavity and had length ^g =
3cm. Initially, the cavity length W2is set to 10 cm and the mirrors were changed to
form specific cases. The confocal cavity of Firth could not be integrated by normal
methods, as it appeared to be too stiff, that is the scale over which Q varied was
much, much shorter than the gain length. Firth's approximation of a thin gain sheet
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would have prevented this occurrence. A s the radius of curvature (i?) of the mirrors
wais increased, the cavity passed through the concentric region and moved toward a
planar cavity. Cavities from the concentric configuration to i? < 200 cm showed no
regions of instability as the pimip spot size was reduced. Above this value of R, the
cavities demonstrated some very curious resiilts.
Synunetric resonators with R = 200 cm, 600 cm, 1200 cm, and 2000 cm showed
interesting results. Within the model, the gain is always given in normal units of
cm~\ however, the vertical axis of the figures is best expressed in terms of the round
trip gain, go^gThe paxajneter F describes how tightly focused the gain is cind can be specified
in terms of a pump beam waist eis F = 2/ctjp. Unfortunately this expression for F
has no connection to the bcire cavity parameters. It is more useful to specify F in
multiples of 2/u>^, where u>c is the baxe cavity beam waist at the entrance to the gain
medium. In these units, values of F greater than unity imply that the gain region heis
a smaller extent than the cavity mode. Additionally, when expressed in these units,
the value of F is also equivalent to the dimensionless quantity ul/up, which provides
an immediate understanding of how tightly the gain is focused.
For each point in the space, the mode was initially seeded with the bare cavity
CBP. The results the various resonators are presented in Figs. 5.1a-d. For all these
cases, there is a region of gain and focusing in which the stable mode becomes unphysical. Note that the region appears to pull in towards the origin as the mirrors
become flatter. As a test of the results, a few of the unstable points were recalculated
but with the condition that the CBP not be allowed to stay unphysical (unphysical
values were replaced by their complex conjugate). The results of these cases, when
plotted on a CoUins chart (or Smith chart as it is czilled by Firth), bounced wildly
about the half plcine, indicating that there truly is no stable solution in the physical
half plane. The correspondence to Firth's data is qvute good. Just as he observed,
there are no stability issues imtil the pvmip spot size becomes smaller that the cavity
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FIGURE 5.1. Stability map for four resonators with increasing radii of curvature: a)
R = 200 cm, h) R = 600 cm, c) R= 1200 cm, d) R = 2000 cm. In all Ccises the legend
is: o —)• stable, physical mode, •
unphysical mode.
spot size, i.e. r > 1.0.
It was also observed

Lq

the previous cases that golg and not simply

^o.

parame

terizes the vertical axis. This can be demonstrated by comparing the stability maps
for the case of i2 = 2000 cm, L = 10 cm for both the cases of uni-directional gain and
bi-directional gain. The data are presented in Figs. 5.2-5.3.

Note the values of go

for the bi-directional case are half those used in the unidirectional case, for the same
value of golg. Note as well that when the round trip gain is used as the vertical scale
the two plots look virtually identical. This strongly suggests that the integrated gain,
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F IGURE 5.2. Stability map for the neax planar resonator with uni-directional gain:
o
stable, physical mode, •
unphysicaJ mode.
golg is more important than ^o- This is something important since it allows one to
later model the simpler unidirectional case with the full expectation that the results
obtained would be completely applicable to the bi-directional case.
In order to better understand the parameters which give the shape of the unstable
region, the mirror radius of curvature was held constant at 200 cm and the cavity
length (not the gain length) was varied. The results of those calculations are shown
in Fig. 5.4a-d. The resxilts clearly show that as the length is shortened, the region of
instability moves in toward the origin, exactly as it did when the mirror radii were
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FIGURE 5.3. Stability map for the near planar resonator with bi-directional gain:
o —> stable, physical mode, •
unphysical mode.
changed. This strongly suggests that the value of Z R / L , where Z R is the Rayleigh
range and L is the cavity length, parameterizes the shape of the unstable region.
In order to test this theory, two more cases were examined. The first case has
R = 600 cm and L = 12 cm. This is compared to the case of R = 200 cm and
L = 4 cm. For these two cavities, the ratio ZR/L is constant. As a second test, the
case of i? = 600 cm and L = 34.23 cm, was considered. This cavity contains the
exact same mode cis the R = 2000 cm and L = 10 cm case, and so

zr

is identical

between the two cases. The results are presented in Fig. 5.5a-d. Note the excellent
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correspondence between the Figs. 5.5a,b in which Z R / L is constant and the utter lack
of correspondence between Figs. 5.5c,d in which

zr

is constant. This result makes

clear what the important scaling parameter is for the shape of the unstable region.
In addition to asking whether the CBP will converge to a stable value for a given
set of peirameter, it is interesting to eisk whether the CBP can adiabatically change to
follow a steadily increzising gedn. These calculations were performed for several values
of r. The results are presented in Fig. 5.6-5.7.

The results clearly demonstrate

that, for r > 1, the CBP is unable to adiabaticcdly follow the ramping gain, and
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eventually begins to oscillate before becoming trapped by the unphysicai, but very
stable solution. When the pump spot size is larger than the bare cavity mode size,
the CBP smoothly follows the increasing gciin.
The gain was ramped at a rate of 3-10"'' per round trip. For a tjrpical solid state
laser, this increcise in the gain would correspond to a pump power of approximately
10 kW. This is a typiccd power level for a flashlamp pumped laser. This is still a
high pumping rate, and so the rate was reduced by an order of magnitude and the
calculations performed again. This amount of pumping would correspond to quasi-
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FIGURE 5.6. Imaginary part of the CBP versus time for a linearly increasing gain.
CW diode bars. The results were essentially identical to the previous case, with the
expected exception that with a lower pumping rate it takes a longer time for the CBP
to begin to oscillate.
5.5.4

Comparisoii to diffiraction calculations

While the results of the previous section are interesting, they are all too readily
dismissed with the objection that ABCD theory doesn't include the effects of finite
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FIGURE 5.7. ReaJ part of the CBP versus time for a linearly increasing gain.
apertures. These apertures provide perturbation stability to the bare cavity modes,
so they should force a stable mode despite the effects of the gain medium. In order
to test this assertion, the near planar cavity {R = 2000 cm, L = 10 cm) with uni
directional Gaussian gain weis modeled using diflBraction calculations.
The uni-directional case was chosen because it requires half the calculation time
of the bi-directional case. The diffraction calculations are extremely time-consuming,
(which is why ABCD methods aire so useful) and so a 50% reduction in calculation
time can literally save hours of computation time for each calculation. Given the
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excellent correspondence between the bi-directional and the uni-directional case, this
decision seems quite reasonable.
Propagation was hcindled using the plane wave spectrum approach. The basic
method of the approach is summarized here, and the interested reader is referred
to [32, 33, 34] for further details. In order to propagate from one plane to another,
the initial field is represented as ein infinite spectrum of plane waves with varying
phases and amplitudes. This plane wave decomposition is mathematicciUy identical
to a Fourier transform. This can be written as
U{^,TI,0) = F{uix,y,0)},

(5.72)

where u is the initial slowly varying field envelope at 2 = 0, £/ is the plane wave spec
trum in terms of the frequency variables ^ and rj, and F denotes a Fourier transform.
The plane wave spectrum has a simple propagation relation which can be written in
terms of a transfer function as
C/K, 77, Az) =

0).

(5.73)

Once the plane wave spectrum at 2 = A z has been obtained, the field can be found
by a simple inverse Fourier trjmsform,
u(x,y, Az) = F"^{i7(^,77, Az)}.

(5.74)

This method of propagation is mathematically equivalent to the more familiar
method based on the Fresnel integral. Indeed, they can be obtained from each other
by invoking the convolution property of the Fourier transform. Numerically however,
they are quite different. The Fresnel method, as it is usually implemented, involves
only one Fourier trajisfonn, and so it can be calculated more rapidly than the the
plane wave spectrum approach. Unfortunately the Fresnel integral approach requires
a change of scale in x eind y with each propagation, while the plane wave spectriun
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approach does not.[34] Specifically, if the field is represented on a grid with spacing
Axi, then after propagating a distance Z, the grid spacing will be

AX2 = I X / N A x i This change of scale can be quite dramatic when short propagation distances are
considered, such as the propagations within the gain medium. Lcirge changes in the
trcinsverse scale Cein have serious, negative effects on the ability of the simulation to
accurately model the a smooth Gaussian gain region. For this reason the plane wave
approach was used.
The gain medium Weis broken up into steps AZ, such that goAl < 0.1. The field was
propagated of the step, the gain was applied, an aperture was applied, and the field
was renormalized. The steps were all of the same size. The remainder of the cavity
Wcis modeled with one diffraction calculation by converting the Huygens' integral
formulation for general ABCD systems [11, p. 781] to the plcine wave kernel by the
method found in [34]. This yields a general relation of the form (in one dimension)
(5.75)
The diffraction calculations yield field distributions which possess a large amount
of transverse structure. This is to be expected for the relatively large aperture chosen.
The bare cavity mode radius is «0.6 mm, and so the aperture

wcis

set to be four times

that value, or 2.4 mm in radius. This radius is also quite typical for laser crystals.
Since the modes are so highly structured, it is of little use to try to compare them
to Gaussians. Note that a decomposition of the field into Laguerre-Gauss modes
would not be useful, since with the addition of a Gaussian gain, the Laguerre-Gauss
functions are no longer eigenfunctions of the cavity.
The most intriguing restilt of the diffraction calculations is the convergence times.
For each point in F and ^o, the field was seeded with the bare cavity mode, and then
the field was propagated around the cavity. After each round trip, a measure the
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FIGURE 5.8. Number of iterations required to converge versus gain for several values
of r.
difference between the input field cind the output field was recorded. (This mecisure
is essentially the magnitude of relative error at each pixel, averaged over all the
pixels, however pixels with low amplitudes are given less weight to avoid spurious
results.) Propagation continued until the error after each round trip fell below a
certain threshold. The number of roundtrips required to reach this threshold was
recorded. Fig. 5.8 shows a plot of the number of iterations required for convergence
versus gain for several values of F. These plots Ccin be compeired to vertical lines
from Fig. 5.2. Cleaxly, while at low values of F, increcising values of gain lead to more
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rapid convergence, as F approaches and then exceeds unity, there are regions in go in
which convergence is slowed. Indeed, the simulation was only given 1000 iterations in
which to converge, and several points would not converge in that time. The regions
of go and T in which the convergence is slowed correspond extremely well with the
unphysical region of Fig. 5.2. This suggests that the tightly focused gain is trying
to create aa unbounded field distribution which opposes the stabilizing effect of the
aperture.
This last result was quite intriguing and in order to excimine it further, the aperture
was increased by approximately one mode radius to 0.3 cm and the calculations were
repeated for the extreme values of F. These results are presented in Fig. 5.9. The
results are virtucdly identiccd. As one might expect, the larger aperture reduces the
convergence rate for low gains, but the gain quickly dominates the convergence for
low vaiues of F. At high values of F, the essential structure remains the same, but
point in

where the mode takes the longest to converge is slightly shifted.

Next, the analog to the calculations shown in Figs. 5.6-5.7 were performed. The
field was seeded with the bare cavity mode and then iterated around the cavity for
1000 passes with no gain in order to firmly establish the stable mode. The gain was
then ramped at the same value of 3-10"'^. At each pass, the variance in the intensity
was computed and recorded. This number can be related to an approximate beam
waist, and thereby to Q. The results for several values of F are presented in Fig. 5.10.
The results agree very well with the previous calculations. Note that once again,
when F > 1.0 the mode eventually begins to chemge wildly over each round trip, in
much the same fashion that the CBP does in Figs. 5.6-5.8. The increase in Im(Q) for
low values of F is a consequence of the multi-mode structure of the input beam in the
diffraction calculations. As the gain increeises, the field sheds the higher order modes
and becomes more like a Gaussian, which increases the calculated value of Im(Q).
The multi-mode structure also accounts for the reduced values of Im(Q), with respect
to the values in Fig. 5.6. In a notable difference, the mode does not become trapped
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FIGURE 5.9. Number of iterations required to converge versus gain for F = 0.4,1.6
with two different apertures.
in an unphysical solution, but rather, when the gain reaches the point at which the
cavity is stable again, the mode begins to settle down.
5.5.5

Discussion and Conclusion

On the basis of the CBP calculations, it is possible to give some general conclusions
about the seeding pcirameters of the system. It is quite clear that the total, inte
grated gain Qolg is the important measure for the gain, rather than the bare gain
coefficient. When the focusing is given in terms of the baxe cavity mode, it is clear
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FIGURE 5.10. Approximate value of the imaginary part of Q at each round trip as a
function of time for several values of F.
that the ratio zajL is an excellent parameter for the scale of the unstable regions.
The data presented in Figs. 5.4-5.5 give the impression that the region of instability
has approximately the same shape for all cases, however the shape is scaled by the
inverse of ZR/L,i.e. eis z^/L increases, the size of the region decrezises, so that at for
high values of ZR/L, the region of instability is accessible for relatively low gains.
Based on the cases examined in this work, when ZR/L becomes larger than a;3, a
region of instability begins to appear. The ratio ZR/L is related to the cavity g factor
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(J = 1 - LIR) by

R-WIR
and so this value of Z R I L can be translated into a value for %0.95 for g, above which
regions of instability begin to appear. The case of the confoccd cavity can then be
explained by noting that the confocal cavity has an ill-defined cavity waist size, and
therefore an ill-defined Rayleigh range.
Comparing the CBP calculations to the difi&raction calculations, it is clear that
the two calculations exhibit good levels of agreement in several areas. The real test
would be the observation of this effect in a real system. There are several issues which
would need to be overcome in order to conclusively observe this effect. Firstly, the
fact that the vast majority of lasers work well, even though the pump beam is focused
to a spot smaller than the bare cavity mode, suggests that this effect does not occur
for the

Ccisucd choice of experimental conditions.

Secondly, while the gains at which the cavities become unstable are within reason,
for high power and/or high gain systems, heavily pumped gain media are susceptible
to other, performance-inhibiting maladies at high pump levels, e.g. thermal lensing.
These types of effects are much more likely to be cited as explanation when a highly
pumped laser system does not work cis intended.
It would require a careful choice of gain material and experimental design to
definitively observe instabilities resulting from Gaussian gain. However, some possi
ble guidelines come to mind. The gain medium should have a large gain cross section,
while the host medium should have excellent thermal properties. Longitudinally vari
able doping levels may be of use in reducing thermal lensing effects.[35] Interferometric
observation, in which the cavity is placed in one arm of an interferometer may provide
a useful diagnostic tool in these experiments.
A necirly planar resonator is useful in systems where the cavity intensity is to be
quite large, as the large beam radius helps to keep the intensity below the damage
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threshold. An example of such a system is a regenerative amplifier. Indeed, such
a system might be easily modified to form an excellent test-bed for observing these
effects. The experiment could be run in either transient or static form. The tran
sient form would have the pump beam suddenly switched on and the amplified beam
monitored for oscillations in its intensity on the order of those in Figs. 5.6 , 5.10.
The CW case would have the geun fixed eind attempt to observe points at which
the output became either wildly unstable, or extremely sensitive to perturbation. In
general, the CW case would probably be more difficult, since while the diffraction
calculations used herein can only reasonably model a couple of microseconds, a real
cavity would almost certainly find a stable mode at the longer times associated with
buildup. However, the decreased convergence rate does have strong implications for
the rate at which perturbations will be damped out, and this might be observed in a
CW experiment.
Overall then, it seems quite clear that the prediction by the variational method of
unstable modes for tightly focuses Gaussian gain cannot be brushed aside by citing
diffraction. There is simply too much agreement between the variational method and
diffraction calculations to justify that assertion. The real challenge then, would be
the observation of this effect in a real system. While this will likely be difficult, it
would be extremely interesting. One would hope then that the variational method
might become extremely useful in predicting which cavity configurations should be
examined more closely, i. e. with diffraction calculations, or possibly avoided entirely.

5.6

Conclusions

Having put forth the the basic methods for propagation of Gaussian beams in nonABCD systems, emd extending them to situations likely to be encoimtered in typical
laser systems, it is hoped that the utiUty of the method is apparent. Clezirly this
is a case where a nimierical model suggests cin interesting experiment. Observation
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of instabilities in a real laser system which were predicted by numerical modeling
essentially closes the cyclical process of experiment and modeling which begins with
prediction of experimented resxilts.
While this work suggests some areas for interesting experimental work, further
numerical efforts could easily yield new areas for experimental investigation. Unsta
ble resonators are prime czindidates for numerical simulation. The modes of these
resonators axe typically modeled with difl5:action calculations exclusively. If the ex
tent of the gain in an unstable resonator can be talcen as the limiting aperture, then
the methods of this chapter can be used to find the stable modes of the system. The
accuracy of these calculations could be of immense interest, since if they were shown
to be accurate, then the design of unstable resonators, especially those with transmissive outcoupling, would be greatly simplified. Whatever the course of eventual
experiments, it is clear that non-ABCD systems have the potential to model a great
mciny systems, and additionally have the ability to predict interesting phenomena.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Having come to the end of this work, a discussion of possible avenues for further
research is in order. While the topics covered in the body of this work were presented
in the order in which they were researched, it is more logical to talk about the future
directions of the most current work first, since the prospects for the most current
research are, by nature, brighter and more immediate. In that spirit then, further
work in non-ABCD methods will be discussed first, followed by the Co:MgF2 laser,
and lastly Ramcin conversion.
The most obvious continuation of the research presented in Chapter 5 would be
the experimental observation of the regions of instabiUty. Some possible methods for
observing these eflfects were presented in the conclusion of that chapter. A major
obstacle to performing this research is likely to be a lack of funding. Demonstrating
that a laser can be made to not function is not likely to generate interest from typiccd
funding agencies. Fortunately, it seems likely that the necessary equipment to perform
the experiments is laying about in one or more laser labs. Hopefully the paper which
describes the predictions of Section 5.5 will inspire an experimental effort in a wellequipped lab, or the author's future positions will afford him the opportunity to
investigate his claims.
The other direction for future work with noxx-ABCD methods involves further
theoretical and numerical work. A theoretical (as opposed to the numerical work
presented herein) study of the predicted instabilities would be very useful in un
derstanding exactly how tight focusing can oppose the stabilizing effects of certain
resonators. Initial efforts by the author have started from the basic definition of a
stable CBP, i. e. a value which repeats after one round trip, but with the change that
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the round trip now involves integration of the CBP propagation equation. One hopes
that further work in this cirea will lead to useful results. The development of a usable
theory may cJso allow for the prediction of other, potentially useful or interesting,
effects.
In addition to the purely theoreticcil work, there are some areas for further nu
merical study. As was mentioned before, thermal lensing is likely to be a serious issue
in any attempt to observe these predicted instabilities. In preparation for this, the
effects of thermal lensing could possibly be incorporated into the CBP propagation
equations. The diflSculty in this lies not with the propagation equation itself. Indeed,
the derivation of the equation eillows for the application of a transverse index varia
tion. The real difficulty would be in developing a model for the form of the thermal
index variation which is both accurate enough to be of use in an experiment, yet
general enough to be of use to other researchers.
Another avenue for further numerical work lies in the application of (5.64)-(5.69)
toward modeling the behavior of OPOs. The equations offer some definte challenges,
especially since the complex amplitude must be considered along with the CBP. How
ever, there is some promise for the application of the method to this area, especially
if it turns out to ease the calculation of certain quantities such as the threshold or
the cavity mode. On a practical note, due to difficulty in keeping the amplitudes in
check, it may be easier numerically to lift the undepleted pump approximation.
Turning next to the research involving the Co:MgF2 laser, the most likely avenues
for further research include taking absorption spectra of the laser crystal, and op
timizing the laser system to provide better performance. While the lasing spectra
obtained in the course of this work are quite interesting, it would be useful to observe
the actual loss spectrum of the laser crystal. However, as these loss differences are
likely to be quite small, a simple absorption experiment is unlikely to succeed. Ide
ally, a sample of the original CorMgFa boule would be cut and polished for a separate
experiment. Given the small amounts of absorption, it is likely that techniques such
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as ring-down spectroscopy would be useful. (Ring-down spectroscopy involves mea
suring the cavity lifetime of a high finesse cavity into which a sample has been placed.
By measuring the frequency dependence of the cavity lifetime, the loss spectrum of
the sample can be mejisured. The technique is highly sensitive.)
The original goal of the work involving the Co:MgF2 laser was to develop Qswitched pulses with energies greater than 60 mJ. This goal is not likely to be met
by the current setup. However, with the lessons learned in the course of this work,
it may yet be possible to achieve the desired energy levels. Immediate areas for
improvement include the shortening of the focal length of the pump focusing lens and
the improvement of the beam quality of the pump laser. There is still a good deal
of disagreement between the observed output of the laser and the behavior predicted
by a niunerical model. Efforts to eliminate these discrepancies may yield a better
understanding of the system and areas for further improvement.
Since the Raman shifting work presented in Chapter 3 is somewhat old, the oppor
tunity for performing future work with that system is effectively nil. However, should
the opportunity arise at another time and place, there is at least one experiment
which would be of interest in light of the conclusions drawn in that chapter. Should
someone have access to Ramam cells with both nearly flat windows (as was the case of
the cell used in this work) and angled windows, i.e. Brewster windows, a comparison
of the conversion observed with each cell could provide convincing support for the
proposed explanation of seeding by neax-specular reflections from the cell windows.
With a variety of possible research avenues now outlined, it is time to step back and
offer a few closing comments on the broader lessons which this research has imparted
to the author. It is clear that the work presented herein deals with phenomena
which were unexpected. In some Ccises, the results diverted the thrust of the original
research premise. Whatever complications the results induced, it is this author's firm
conviction that investigating these phenomena has certainly been more educational,
and potentially more interesting, them the aims of the original research. For these
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opportunities, then, I am grateful.
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PUBLICATIONS
The work in Chapter 3 has been published as J.P. Watson and H. Miller, 'Raman
shifting in the absence of multiple Stokes orders with a Nd:YAG laser in hydrogen:
Evidence of coupling between the forward and backward Stokes processes,' in the IEEE
Journal of Quantum Electronics, volume 33, number 8, August 1997, p 1288.
The work in Section 5.3 has been submitted for for publication as J.P. Watson,
E.M. Wright, and N. Peyghambarian, 'Numerical investigations of cavity instabilities
induced by gaussian gain,' to Optics Communications and is awaiting review.
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